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Abstract:

In order to address complex challenges and bring about transformations, change agents
need to possess the necessary capacities. Contemplative pedagogies such as Social
Presencing Theater (SPT) may play a crucial role in developing such capacities. Therefore,
this thesis explores how the embodiment method SPT could contribute to Education for
Sustainable Development (ESD), in order to support change agents in development. SPT
and its learning environment, outcomes and possible contributions to ESD were researched
through surveys with twelve participants of a two-day SPT training, as well as interviews
with eleven SPT facilitators. According to the results, SPT has the potential to offer
relevant contemplative practices that cultivate the capacities that leaders need to address
complexity and uncertainty. The findings suggest that as a learning process, SPT can foster
capacities within change agents and groups, promoting awareness and mental flexibility to
recognize and work with dynamic systems. SPT also appears to foster specific learning
outcomes, including several key competencies for sustainability. We recommend applying
SPT in the context of strategic leadership development for sustainability, to promote
sustainability education that is strategic, holistic, and innovative.

Keywords: Social Presencing Theater, Education for Sustainable Development,
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Executive Summary

Introduction

The world today finds itself in a multitude of crises: global inequality, climate change,
biodiversity loss, and dire poverty. Not only are these global challenges increasing in
complexity and urgency, but they are also interrelated: social issues like inequality are
intensifying ecological threats such as biodiversity loss, and vice versa . In this thesis we
define sustainability as the pursuit to address these global challenges through the elimination
of systematic obstacles to sustainability.
A need for Change Agents: In order to address the sustainability challenge including
multiple crises that society faces today, unprecedented changes are necessary at all scales. To
catalyze the necessary socio-ecological transformations, we need change agents: actors who
deliberately tackle social and ecological problems. These change agents need to develop
relevant capacities to guide sustainability initiatives and transitions.
A need for ESD: One field that concerns itself with understanding and supporting the
development of change agents is ‘Education for Sustainable Development’ (ESD). However,
the majority of efforts in ESD have been criticized for focusing on mere knowledge
acquisition, equipping change agents for incremental shifts rather than the capacities they
need to bring about transformative change. When reviewing the literature on ESD, we
identified two specific recommendations for ESD to more strategically educate change agents:
to teach relevant skills to sustainability change agents and to include more innovative and
whole-person pedagogies.
A need for teaching Key Competencies: Without a defined understanding of what teachers
in ESD need to teach, everyone teaches different things, with different understandings of
sustainability and different educational outcomes. The ‘key competencies towards
sustainability’ framework puts forward eight key competencies that change agents need to be
capable of in order to advance transformations to sustainability. The key competencies have
the potential to guide unified action towards strategic sustainability transitions.
A need for contemplative pedagogies: One suggested pedagogical approach is
contemplative pedagogies. Contemplative education can be defined as a set of pedagogical
practices designed to cultivate the potentials of mindful awareness and volition in an
ethical-relational context in which the values of personal growth, learning, moral living, and
caring for others are nurtured. The split between rational thinking and body experience, as
well as the separation between the individual and its environment, have been suggested to lie
at the root of the sustainability challenge. Contemplative practices may address this
separation, by reconnecting to nature and promoting the reintegration of body and mind.
However, there is a need to better understand how one learns by engaging with contemplative
pedagogies, what works and what doesn’t in contemplative practices, and how to put the
principles of contemplative pedagogies into practice within sustainability education. More
research is needed on how leaders can learn the capacities they need for strategic action
towards sustainability.
The potential of SPT: This thesis proposes that Social Presencing Theater (SPT) as a
contemplative pedagogy could contribute to Education for Sustainable Development (ESD),
in order to support change agents in their work to address sustainability. SPT aims to be “an
awareness-based social art form [...] to support organizational and systemic change”, and was
co-developed by the initiator Arawana Hayashi and the Presencing Institute (Dutra Gonçalves



and Hayashi 2021). Simultaneously, SPT is an embodiment practice and action research
method that aims to make invisible aspects of social systems visible, by accessing deeper
ways of knowing. SPT has the potential to support change agents in their development as an
innovative pedagogy, possibly conveying some of the key competencies for sustainability and
cultivating awareness through contemplative practices.
A need for Process and Outcomes: As the literature highlights both a need in researching
the learning process and the learning outcomes of leadership development (Liedtke 1998), this
thesis uses two frameworks to study learning. Firstly, ‘Contemplative Pedagogies’ describes
the process of how contemplative practices can support the development of leaders in
strategically addressing wicked problems. And secondly, the ‘Key Competencies for
Sustainability’ framework describes eight essential competencies as outcomes of education
that sustainability leaders need to possess in order to strategically tackle complex challenges.
The process (RQ1) and the outcomes (RQ2) are main focuses when researching SPT as a
pedagogy for ESD (RQ3).

Research Purpose: The research purpose of this thesis is to explore how Social Presencing
Theater (SPT) could contribute to Education for Sustainable Development (ESD), in order to
support change agents in their Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability (SLtS). To address
this research purpose it is broken down into three research questions (RQ 1-3):

Research Question 1 (RQ1): What are the qualities of Social Presencing Theater that
create the learning environment?

Research Question 2 (RQ2): What are the potential outcomes of Social Presencing
Theater for participants and groups?

Research Question 3 (RQ 3): In what ways could Social Presencing Theater as a
contemplative pedagogy contribute to Education for
Sustainable Development?

Methodology

To answer the research questions, data was first collected through surveys (stage one).
Afterwards, interviews were conducted (stage two) in parallel to qualitative data analysis of
surveys and interviews (stage three). The research design applied was mainly pragmatic
action research, supported by arts-based methods. This meant that the data collection aimed to
generate mutual learning through a mixed methods approach, and the data was analyzed



through an inductive thematic analysis. Both surveys and interviews gathered information on
all three research questions.

Stage 1: Surveys with SPT participants. Firstly all twelve participants of a two-day SPT
training were surveyed through handwritten journal-style surveys during and right after the
training, including quantitative scales and drawings, as well as through an electronic
post-survey one week later. Participants of the two-day SPT training were all students of the
degree program ‘Master’s in Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability’ (MSLS), at BTH in
Sweden.
Stage 2: Conducting Semi-Structured Interviews with SPT facilitators. After completion
of the surveying, ten semi-structured interviews with eleven international SPT facilitators
were conducted, with one interview featuring two SPT facilitators. The interview questions
were phrased and based on themes from the literature as well as on initial findings from the
surveys. The interviews were conducted online on Zoom and recorded, lasting between 60
and 90 minutes. The SPT facilitators were recruited through snowball sampling.
Stage 3: Thematic analysis. In parallel to and after finishing the interviews, the quantitative
and qualitative data was analyzed. Quantitative data was analyzed with statistical methods
through a univariate analysis. The qualitative data was analyzed inductively through a
thematic analysis by coding the interview manuscripts and participant surveys and generating
themes from the data. From these themes, two overarching findings, six qualities and four
main outcomes with 30 sub themes were identified that captured the answers to the research
questions.

Results

From the survey and interview data, certain themes
emerged in response to the research questions, which
are summarized below.

Overarching finding: The data suggests that SPT
creates a ‘learning container’ which ‘enables context
specific learning’ and makes ‘information in the
system(s) accessible’. Since a premise of the thesis is
SPT being a pedagogy, this finding can be seen as a
basic finding for addressing all research questions (RQ
1-3), and is thus considered an overarching finding.

Research Question 1 (RQ1): What are the qualities of
Social Presencing Theater that create the learning
environment?
addressing RQ1 from the data, six ‘qualities’ were
found that form the ‘learning container’ of SPT:
‘physicality’, ‘non-directedness’, ‘stillness &
movement’, ‘collectivity’, ‘awareness’, and ‘trust’.



Research Question 2 (RQ2): What are potential
outcomes of Social Presencing Theater for
participants and groups? Four clusters of possible
outcomes of SPT were found in the data address RQ2.
‘letting go to let come’, ‘seeing and sensing systems’,
‘cultivating individual capacities’, and ‘cultivating
group capacities’.

Research Question 3 (RQ 3): How could Social
Presencing Theater as a contemplative pedagogy
contribute to Education for Sustainable Development?

The data suggests that the 'learning container' of SPT
enables change agents to discover resources and
knowledge that enable them to learn in a transformative
way. The six qualities of SPT (RQ1) were found to
support change agents in their development: they can
imagine using SPT methods in the future to continue
building capacity within themselves and within future
sustainability work. Finally, the data suggests that the
four 'outcome clusters' (RQ2) help change agents to
build personal resilience and better understand and deal
with complex issues.

Discussion

All findings support the notion that SPT provides a learning environment where change
agents can practice their leadership capacities, as well as learn new skills. Although many of
the findings mirror the premises in the book ‘Social Presencing Theater’, some also challenge
some of the book’s assumptions. For instance, while participants reported a significantly
higher connection to their own body and the group after practicing SPT, only some reported a
minor difference in their connection to society and earth. This highlights the strength of SPT
in supporting holistic inner and group development in a ‘head-heavy’ society. Both the
development of inner and group capacities are essential to form adequate collective responses
to the complexity of the sustainability challenge. The findings show that SPT could contribute
to ESD Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability in various ways. This thesis focuses on
two potential contributions to ESD: on what change agents could learn from SPT, based on
the key competency framework, and on how change agents could learn from SPT, based on
contemplative pedagogy literature. Firstly, the findings suggest that SPT could contribute to at
least three of the key competencies for sustainability: intrapersonal, interpersonal, and
systems thinking competencies. Secondly, the findings suggest that SPT as a contemplative
pedagogy could support these change agents along their path of lifelong learning as they adapt
to the ever-changing complexity of the sustainability challenge. This study argues that



strategic approaches could benefit from opportunistic thinking through practicing ‘letting go
to let come’, thus stressing the importance of this capacity for Strategic Leadership towards
Sustainability. In summary, SPT has the potential to offer relevant contemplative practices
that cultivate the capacities that leaders need to address complexity and uncertainty.

Some limitations of this study include that survey participants only had partial anonymity due
to the familiarity of the researchers with the participants. Additionally, the hybrid setup of the
SPT training likely impacted the quality of the learning environment, possibly creating a
barrier for the facilitator Arawana Hayashi to ‘read’ and interact with the group. Especially on
the second day of the training, the energy level of the group was low, which in turn impacted
the data that was gathered. Another limitation was the lack of common understanding of
certain concepts among participants and interviewees. Concepts such as ‘heart’ or ‘pedagogy’
were interpreted differently across the sample, which might have influenced the data
collection.

Finally, we suggest possible future avenues for research: more research could be done to
better understand the potential contribution of SPT to other pedagogies of transformative
learning. Additionally, more research would be needed to better understand how teachers can
hold contemplative spaces where potential trauma and stress may arise as part of the learning.
Lastly, the literature around competencies for sustainability could benefit from a deeper
understanding into what collective capabilities are needed for groups to effectively address
the sustainability challenge and how SPT could contribute to this.

Conclusion

The findings show that SPT offers relevant contemplative practices which can cultivate
capacities that change agents and groups need to address the sustainability challenge. By
promoting awareness and mental flexibility, SPT teaches change agents to recognize and work
with dynamic systems, thereby improving their capacity to address complexity and
uncertainty. As for how change agents could learn from SPT, the data suggests that the
‘learning container’ of SPT enables change agents to pursue lifelong learning and practice
leadership capacities while learning new skills in order to adapt to the dynamic nature of the
sustainability challenge. The findings also inform what change agents can learn from SPT,
which includes intrapersonal, interpersonal and systems thinking key competencies to guide
unified action towards strategic sustainability transitions. Based on these findings, we
recommend a wider implementation of SPT to promote sustainability education that is
strategic, holistic, and innovative. However, we also caution that SPT as a pedagogy may not
work for everyone. We end with a call for more research into the long-term effects of SPT and
the role of the SPT facilitator in holding the SPT ‘learning container’, especially in relation to
potential trauma and anxiety that may surface during the SPT practice.



Glossary

Awareness. Awareness is cultivated through noticing what is present and through embodied
presence: feeling settled into the body.

Awareness-based system change. A way of addressing global crises through different ways
of knowing than only the rational mind, and in transforming levels of awareness.

Capacity. The ability of individuals and organizations or organizational units to perform
functions effectively, efficiently, and sustainably.

Change agents. Actors who deliberately tackle social and ecological problems.

Competence. A cluster of specific and interrelated individual dispositions comprising
knowledge, skills, motives, and attitudes, i.e. combining cognitive, affective, volitional, and
motivational elements.

Contemplative Practice. Any activity that quiets the mind in order to cultivate the capacity
for insight.

Contemplative Pedagogies. A set of pedagogical practices designed to cultivate the
potentials of mindful awareness and volition in an ethical-relational context in which the
values of personal growth, learning, moral living, and caring for others are nurtured.

Cultivation of capacities. The acquisition of capacities through continuous practice.

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). Education which empowers learners to
take informed decisions and responsible actions for environmental integrity, economic
viability and a just society, for present and future generations, while respecting cultural
diversity.

Embodied Learning. Joining body and mind in a physical and mental act of knowledge
construction entailing thoughtful awareness of body, space, and social context

Inner Transformation. Changes related to people’s mindsets which are made up of their
values, beliefs, worldviews, and associated cognitive/emotional capacities and thus involve
changes in people’s consciousness.

Key Competencies for Sustainability. Eight key competencies that change agents need to be
capable of in order to advance transformations to sustainability: Systems-Thinking
Competence; Futures-Thinking Competence; Values-Thinking Competence;
Strategies-Thinking Competence; Implementation Competence; Interpersonal Competence;
Intrapersonal competence; and Integration Competence.



Learning Container. Metaphor that is introduced in this thesis to describe the learning
environment created by SPT that enables context-specific learning and makes information in
the system(s) accessible.

Learning Environment (in the context of SPT). The educational setting that is co-created
by the SPT facilitators, the practicing participants, and the SPT exercises, which together
create the conditions for learning.

Outcome Cluster. Grouping of themes that emerged from the data addressing research
question two.

Pedagogy. A way of bringing forth learning – the how of a learning process.

Quality (written as ‘quality’). Qualities of Social Presencing Theater that create a ‘learning
container’ (see ‘learning container’), describing how SPT leads to the potential outcomes and
contributions to Education for Sustainable Development. (referring to specific 'qualities'
introduced in the results).

Social Presencing Theater. 1) an awareness-based social art form to support organizational
and systemic change, co-developed by the initiator Arawana Hayashi, and the Presencing
Institute. 2) an embodiment practice and action research method that makes invisible aspects
of social systems visible, by accessing deeper ways of knowing.

SPT exercise. Any of the nine practices that SPT consists of (namely: the ‘20-minute dance’,
the ‘dance of fives’, the ‘village’, ‘duets’, ‘field dance’, ‘stuck’, ‘seed’, ‘case clinic’ and ‘4D
mapping’) .

SPT facilitator. Any experienced person who leads SPT with a group.

Sustainability. The pursuit to address interrelated global challenges through the elimination
of systematic obstacles to sustainability.

Strategic Sustainable Development. The strategic elimination of obstacles to sustainability.

Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability. Change agents taking actions that effectively
and efficiently leverage change in order to remove systemic obstacles to sustainability.

Theory U. A change management method that aims to develop leadership capacities to tackle
social, environmental, and spiritual challenges.

Transformative Learning. Transformative learning involves experiencing a deep, structural
shift in the basic premises of thought, feelings, and actions. It is a shift of consciousness that
dramatically and permanently alters our way of being in the world.



List of Abbreviations

EfS - Education for Sustainability

ESD - Education for Sustainable Development

MSLS - Master’s in Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability

RQ - Research Question

SLtS - Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability

SPT - Social Presencing Theater

SSD - Strategic Sustainable Development
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‘Out of your Mind’: The Embodied Pedagogy of Social
Presencing Theater for Sustainability

1. Introduction

“I used to think the top environmental problems were biodiversity loss, ecosystem
collapse and climate change. I thought with 30 years of good science we could
address those problems. But I was wrong. The top environmental problems are
selfishness, greed and apathy [incentivized by modern societal structures]... And
to deal with these we need a spiritual and cultural transformation - and we
scientists don’t know how to do that.” – James Gustave Speth (2016)

Figure 1.1 Poem ‘Future State’, collage from participant data (2022)1

1.1 The Challenge

The world today finds itself in a multitude of crises: global inequality, climate change,
biodiversity loss, and dire poverty (O’Brien 2020a). These global challenges are increasing in
complexity and urgency: humanity is currently eroding several of its planetary life support
systems, which are essential for our survival (Steffen et al. 2015). Not only are the global
challenges wickedly hard to address, but they are also interrelated: social issues like
inequality are intensifying ecological threats such as biodiversity loss, and vice versa
(Hamann et al. 2018). Meanwhile, we may already be close to ecosystem collapse, and as
time passes our global challenges become increasingly harder to address (Steffen et al. 2015).
In other words: we urgently need to tackle these global challenges and move society back into
a safe and just space (Raworth 2017). In order to address the sustainability challenge, we need
transformative change: deep technological and social shifts in the systems, structures,
worldviews, and beliefs that contributed to global crises such as climate change (Abson et al.
2017).

1 Throughout the report, poetry collaged from participant data is placed to support and illustrate the written text
(see Figures 1.1, 3.14 and 3.18 ). More information on how the data was gathered can be found in section 2.2.1.
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1.2 Addressing the Challenge

Below we outline the premise of this thesis and briefly introduce the main theoretical
concepts, before going more in-depth into these concepts in section ‘1.3 Literature Review’.
To catalyze the necessary socio-ecological transformations, we need to develop in change
agents (Westley et al. 2013) the necessary capacities to guide sustainability initiatives and
transitions (Brown 2012). One field that concerns itself with understanding and supporting the
development of change agents is ‘Education for Sustainable Development’ (ESD) (Wu and
Shen 2016). However, the majority of efforts in ESD have been criticized for focusing on
mere knowledge acquisition, equipping change agents for incremental shifts rather than the
capacities they need to bring about transformative change (Redman and Wiek 2021).
Therefore, more research is needed on how leaders can learn the capacities they need for
strategic action towards sustainability. Since the literature on strategic leadership highlights
the importance of understanding both the learning process (how) and the learning outcomes
(what) (Ayers, Bryant, and Missimer 2020; Liedtka 1998), this thesis uses two frameworks to
study this learning. Firstly, ‘Contemplative Pedagogies’ (Papenfuss et al. 2019) describes how
contemplative practices, such as meditation, can support the development of leaders in
strategically addressing wicked problems. And secondly, the ‘key competencies for
sustainability’ (Redman and Wiek 2021) framework describes what eight competencies
sustainability leaders need to possess after their sustainability education, in order to
strategically tackle complex challenges. Nevertheless, more research is needed into how
contemplative pedagogies could be put into practice (Wamsler 2020) and how key
competencies could be taught (Redman and Wiek 2021).
One method that could support change agents in developing their capacities is called Social
Presencing Theater (SPT). Co-developed by the Presencing Institute and Arawana Hayashi,
SPT is a contemplative method that uses embodiment and group-based exercises to support
organizational and systemic change (Hayashi 2021). SPT is a promising tool to educate
change agents: not only does it consist of contemplative practices, SPT may also help develop
key competencies for sustainability. Therefore, this thesis aims to explore how Social
Presencing Theater could contribute to Education for Sustainable Development, in order to
support change agents in their Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability. In the coming
subchapters we discuss some relevant background literature from various fields to support the
rest of the thesis: sustainability and strategic leadership, Education for Sustainable
Development and Contemplative Pedagogy, and we introduce Social Presencing Theater in
more detail.

1.3 Literature Review

Before we begin to address the research purpose of this thesis, we need a distinct
understanding of the field in which this research is situated. Therefore this chapter is guided
by the knowledge in the literature. Firstly, we discuss the ‘why’ of this thesis: why we cannot
continue on our current unsustainable path, why we need leaders to address sustainability in a
strategic way, and why Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) so far has been
challenged in its task to teach leaders the capacities they need in addressing sustainability.
Then, we address the how and the what of this thesis: how contemplative pedagogies can
teach what capacities are needed to support change agents. Finally, we explain what Social
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Presencing Theater (SPT) is, and build a case for how SPT may contribute to ESD and
Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability.

1.3.1 Sustainability

Today we face a multitude of interrelated crises: the climate crisis, the biodiversity crisis,
global inequality, pandemics, etc. (O’Brien 2020b). For decades, global actors have been
attempting to tackle these social and environmental issues as part of ‘Sustainable
Development’ (Hopwood, Mellor, and O’Brien 2005). The most common definition of
Sustainable Development by the Brundtland report, “meeting the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland et al.
1987) has received much criticism for being too ambiguous, thereby legitimizing a ‘business
as usual’ course (Hopwood, Mellor, and O’Brien 2005). Besides the Brundtland definition of
sustainability, there are many other definitions of sustainability. As a result, there is unclarity
regarding what is and is not sustainability, which hinders a unified global effort to address
these complex challenges. Therefore, there is a need for a “unifying and operational
definition” of sustainability (Broman and Robèrt 2017, 3) by which we can all move
strategically together towards a sustainable vision, with each action leveraging change based
on the same principles. These principles can act as boundary conditions for a future
sustainability vision to backcast from, giving change agents the freedom to innovate within
those boundaries and supplying a shared understanding of success. Therefore, in this thesis we
define sustainability as the pursuit to address global challenges through the elimination of
systemic obstacles to sustainability (Broman and Robèrt 2017). These obstacles represent
“upstream errors of the basic societal design” (Broman and Robèrt 2017, 14) that can cause
downstream symptomatic impacts. By following this definition of sustainability, sustainability
change agents are able to address the root causes of unsustainability and prevent unintended
negative consequences.

This thesis focuses on the contributions of education towards sustainability, based on the
premise that learning and changing mindsets is one of the most powerful leverage points for
systems change (Abson et al. 2017; D. Meadows 1999). This raises the question: who will
lead the way in taking action towards sustainability? And how can these change agents
eliminate the systemic obstacles to sustainability?

1.3.2 Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability

In order to address the sustainability challenge and the multiple crises that society faces today,
unprecedented changes are necessary at all scales, from paradigms and mental models (D. H.
Meadows 2008) to change infrastructure and institutions (Pereira et al. 2018). In these
transformations, individuals and their human agency play key roles (Westley et al. 2013) In
this thesis, we refer to such individuals as ‘change agents’, based on the following definition
from Hesselbarth and Schaltegger (2014, 26), who define change agents as “actors who
deliberately tackle social and ecological problems”. These change agents may initiate, direct,
sponsor, lead or implement a certain change initiative or complete change program
(Hesselbarth and Schaltegger 2014). These change agents are facing increasingly complex
issues, and do not always possess the necessary capacities to respond to these issues
appropriately. As Brown (2012, 2) wrote :
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“One of the most troubling trends I see across the sustainability
movement has to do with our capacity to respond to today’s wicked
problems. [...] The work required to navigate society toward global
sustainability is probably more complex than the mental complexity of
most (maybe even all) leaders and change agents in business,
government, and civil society.”

However, Brown (2012, 3) continues that he is optimistic about our future, inspired by the
inner development of change agents:

“My optimism is grounded in the general progress we’ve made [...]
with respect to how we think, feel, and make sense of the world
around us. Over the long arc of history, it is clear that we are
becoming increasingly more conscious – our cognitive, emotional,
and interpersonal capacities are developing – and I believe that trend
will continue and is to our advantage”

In other words: a key to addressing complex issues is the development of necessary capacities
in our sustainability leaders. ‘Capacity’ in literature is seen “as the ability of individuals and
organizations or organizational units to perform functions effectively, efficiently and
sustainably” (Bureau for Development Policy and UNDP 1998, X). With these necessary
capacities, change agents can tackle the root causes of sustainability problems, rather than
coming up with ‘end-of-pipe’ solutions that only tackle the symptoms of these problems.
Differently stated: in order to tackle interrelated complex issues in a strategic way, we need
Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability. By this, we mean change agents taking actions
that effectively and efficiently leverage change in order to remove systemic obstacles to
sustainability. For developing change agents with strategic capacities, Liedtke argues that we
need to focus on the developmental process of change agents, as well as its outcomes (1998).
From a leverage point perspective, addressing the inner development of change agents can be
a powerful intervention to create systems change (D. H. Meadows 2008). People’s
worldviews, beliefs, values, and related emotional/cognitive capacities (including
self-awareness and compassion) lie at the root of many sustainability challenges, and
therefore can help tackle the ecological and social crises we face (Abson et al. 2017). While
acknowledging that the inner dimension of change agents is important, we also want to stress
the importance of collective forms of agency here (Boda et al. 2021).

The field that occupies itself with the education and development of sustainability change
agents is Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). In the following section, we first
describe the premise and limitations of current approaches to ESD and transformative
learning. Then we introduce two frameworks that study the developmental process (how) of
educating sustainability change agents and the necessary outcomes (what) of such a process:
contemplative pedagogies and the key competencies for sustainability frameworks.

1.3.3 Education for Sustainable Development

The global transformation towards sustainability needs to be carried out by change agents
who are educated in sustainability and possess relevant capacities (Redman and Wiek 2021).
Therefore, education for sustainability can be a strategic step to leverage change towards
sustainability. Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) as a field has for decades
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concerned itself with supporting change agents in their development (Wu and Shen 2016).
The concept of ESD is often used synonymously and interchangeably with education for
sustainability (EfS) and sustainability education (SE). In this thesis, we will use the term
ESD, because this is used most frequently internationally and at the UN level (McKeown et
al. 2002). We define Education for Sustainable Development as education which “empowers
learners to take informed decisions and responsible actions for environmental integrity,
economic viability and a just society, for present and future generations, while respecting
cultural diversity.” (Leicht, Heiss, and Byun 2018, 5:4). This type of learning does not only
take place in formal governmental schools such as high schools and universities, but also in
nonformal and informal settings. Nonformal and informal education refers to “the collective
learning that takes place outside of formal educational systems in everyday life for instance in
the context of families, work places, clubs, web-based communities, etc.” (Wals et al. 2010,
37). In this thesis, the term ‘education’ refers to any learning, whether in formal, nonformal or
informal settings.

While Education for Sustainable Development has contributed to advancements over the past
few decades, it has so far not catalyzed the change necessary to address the multiple crises
that society faces (Wals and Jickling 2002; Wamsler 2020). Although the number of
sustainability programs at universities has increased exponentially, the majority of these
programs can be criticized for staying too close to the status quo, equipping change agents for
incremental shifts rather than transformative change (Redman and Wiek 2021). So far, ESD
has mostly focused on knowledge acquisition about the external world of governance and
technology dynamics, ecosystems and socio-economic systems (Wamsler 2020). This
approach neglects the inner dimensions and capacities of change agents, leaving little to no
space for reflection on “the cognitive and socioemotional processes underpinning people’s
learning, everyday life choices and decision-taking” (Wamsler 2020, 112). As a result of this
simplified thinking, mainstream ESD largely falls short in teaching students how they can
understand and tackle the complexity of our global interrelated ecological and social issues
(Walsh et al. 2020). In other words: by limiting itself to transmissive learning and lacking a
robust definition of sustainability, ESD lacks a strategic approach to educating change makers
who can tackle the most powerful leverage points for sustainability (Papenfuss et al. 2019;
Lidgren, Rodhe, and Huisingh 2006).

When reviewing the literature on ESD, two specific recommendations for ESD to more
strategically educate change agents were identified by the researchers: to teach relevant
competencies to sustainability change agents (Redman and Wiek 2021), and to include more
innovative and whole-person pedagogies (Dawson and Oliveira 2017). A better understanding
of which competencies are essential for ESD would make its curriculums and change-makers
more strategic in their ability to design sustainability interventions. Additionally, innovative
pedagogies that foster learning through embodiment and awareness may be able to support
ESD in moving strategically towards sustainability by promoting motivation and participatory
solutions, and the lack of such pedagogies thereby inhibits ESD’s aspirations to tackle global
challenges (Papenfuss et al. 2019; Pulkki, Dahlin, and Värri 2017). For this thesis, the focus
lies on these two avenues as SPT’s potential contributions to ESD: on what change agents
could learn from SPT and how change agents could learn from SPT. Therefore, the key
competency framework (Redman and Wiek 2021) and contemplative pedagogy literature are
used to put the results of the thesis into context.
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1.3.4 Transformative Learning

In order to address the aforementioned shortcomings of ESD, many scholars argue that
transformative learning should be an essential component of ESD (Sipos, Battisti, and Grimm
2008; Sterling 2011; Papenfuss et al. 2019). Transformative learning involves “experiencing a
deep, structural shift in the basic premises of thought, feelings, and actions. It is a shift of
consciousness that dramatically and permanently alters our way of being in the world”
(O’Sullivan 2002, 1). As this definition demonstrates, transformative learning is not defined
by its concrete teaching strategies, but rather by its aim to “empower learners to question and
change their ways of seeing and thinking about the world” (Leicht, Heiss, and Byun 2018,
5:49). By supporting cultural transformations, transformative learning is presumed to support
sustainability in society (Laininen 2019). At the same time, recent application of and research
into transformative learning has also shown its limitations (Cranton and Taylor 2012). For
instance, transformative learning has been critiqued for being too focused on rational
thinking, being too centered around the individual, and ignoring links between individual and
collective change. Researchers have also suggested that the concept of transformative learning
has been misused, in describing learning processes that were not necessarily transformative
(Newman 2012). In this way, transformative learning seems to make a limited contribution to
the development of change agents, due to its lack of a strategic approach to educating these
change agents.

The pedagogic method under study in this thesis, Social Presencing Theater (SPT), could be
interpreted as an approach to transformative learning. To illustrate, SPT is said to support
personal transformation and make visible the shifts that happen in individuals and groups
(Hayashi 2021) – see section 1.3.8 for more information about SPT. It is beyond the scope of
this thesis to apply transformative learning as a framework to SPT, since transformative
learning seems a multi-faceted topic that, in order to guarantee the validity of results, may
require a more extensive research setup y than the context of this thesis allows. Nevertheless,
the principles of SPT (see Appendix I) and transformative learning are very similar, which is
why we elaborate briefly on transformative learning for ESD here. One framework within
ESD that partially guides the implications of this thesis is the ‘key competencies for
sustainability’ framework.

1.3.5 Key Competencies for Sustainability

Similar to the myriad of sustainability definitions, there are also countless proposals for
competencies that sustainability change agents need to possess, in order to tackle complex
challenges (Redman and Wiek 2021). Without a defined understanding of what ESD teachers
need to teach, everyone teaches different things, with different understandings of
sustainability and different educational outcomes (Brundiers et al. 2021). As a result, change
agents may graduate from sustainability programs without the necessary competencies to
strategically tackle complex problems (Redman and Wiek 2021). This raises the question:
what competencies should these transformational change agents possess, in order to
strategically guide sustainability initiatives that tackle wicked and complex problems? The
most cited framework that addresses what change agents for sustainability need to learn is the
‘key competencies in sustainability’ framework. This framework puts forward eight key
competencies that change agents need to be capable of in order to advance transformations to
sustainability (Redman and Wiek 2021). These key competencies are: Systems-Thinking,
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Futures-Thinking, Values-Thinking, Strategies- Thinking, Implementation, Interpersonal,
Intrapersonal and Integration Competence. The development of these competencies can help
change agents guide strategic actions towards sustainability. Here, competence is defined as a
“cluster of specific and interrelated individual dispositions comprising knowledge, skills,
motives, and attitudes, i.e. combining cognitive, affective, volitional and motivational
elements” (Brundiers et al. 2021, 17).

Brundiers et al. (2021) argue that implementing the key competencies in higher education
sustainability programs could support graduates to lead sustainability transitions more
effectively. It could be said, if all ESD programs were to use the key competencies as learning
outcomes, then regardless of the pedagogy used while being contextualized in sustainability,
ESD could strategically contribute to sustainability. In this way, the key competencies could
guide unified action towards strategic sustainability transitions. Therefore, this thesis explores
whether Social Presencing Theater (SPT) can support change agents in acquiring (some of)
these key competencies. Although the key competencies give an understanding of what
change agents for sustainability need to be capable of, the framework does not describe how
these competencies could be taught in an educational setting. Therefore there is a need to
develop pedagogies for learning the key competencies for sustainability (Brundiers et al.
2021). In this thesis, we suggest that SPT could be such a pedagogy that helps change agents
acquire (some of) these key competencies.

1.3.6 Contemplative Pedagogies

As a second theoretical lens, this thesis looks at how SPT as a contemplative pedagogy could
support change agents in their development. Because SPT consists of contemplative practices
(see section 1.3.8), we have chosen to focus on the concept of contemplative pedagogies and
the embodied learning these pedagogies can foster. In this paragraph, we explain what
contemplative practices are and how they may benefit ESD in effectively educating change
agents.

As mentioned before, research into ESD highlights an urgent need for more integral and
whole-person pedagogies (Dawson and Oliveira 2017; Wamsler 2020). These new pedagogies
need to draw from “experience and emotions that are embodied, and not only ‘embrained’”
(Wamsler 2020, 124). This section introduces a promising pedagogical approach for ESD:
contemplative pedagogies. Contemplative pedagogies aim to understand the learning that
happens in ‘contemplative practices’, which can be defined as “any activity that quiets the
mind in order to cultivate the capacity for insight” (Working Group on Meditation and Law
2009, 1). Contemplative pedagogies may be a key to transformative learning (Robinson
2004), and ESD (Papenfuss et al. 2019; Ericson, Kjønstad, and Barstad 2014; Wamsler et al.2

2018; Wapner 2016; Wamsler 2020; Frank, Fischer, and Wamsler 2019). Contemplative
education can be defined as “a set of pedagogical practices designed to cultivate the potentials
of mindful awareness and volition in an ethical-relational context in which the values of
personal growth, learning, moral living, and caring for others are nurtured” (Roeser and Peck
2009, 1). Historically, contemplative practices have played an important role in human society
for millennia (Papenfuss et al. 2019). Although contemplative pedagogies are recently
re-emerging in education, they are still a marginal phenomenon and lack a rigorous
conceptual basis (Ergas 2013, 4). Also within Education for Sustainable Development,

2 For an overview of the current state of contemplative practices in Higher Education for Sustainable
Development, see (Domingues et al. 2020)
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contemplative approaches have received little attention (Wamsler 2019). Nevertheless,
scholars have recently stressed the value of contemplative pedagogies for ESD. Hensley
(2020) writes that contemplative pedagogies are crucial for tackling the complexity of
sustainability crises and assist change agents in addressing wicked problems. As a concept
closely related to contemplative pedagogies, mindfulness has also been scientifically proven
to positively affect well-being, environmental behavior, and adaptive responses to
sustainability challenges (Wamsler 2019). Mindfulness is generally understood as
“intentional, compassionate, and non-judgmental attentiveness to the present moment” and is
gaining recognition on a large scale, for instance by governmental organizations and the
United Nations (Wamsler et al. 2018, 144). In this thesis, we consider mindfulness to be one
aspect of contemplative pedagogies.

Although contemplative pedagogies are an emerging topic that is not yet well defined, many
scholars agree that the body and sensory knowing have an important role to play in
contemplative learning (Pulkki, Saari, and Dahlin 2015; Hart 2004; Gardner 2021; Le Pertel,
Fisher, and van Dam 2020). This emphasis on the body forms a stark contrast with the
tradition of Plato and Descartes, which dictates that “the body has no role to play in learning,
[... it] gets in the way of cognition, rather than being an indispensable part of it” (Stolz 2015,
482). To some degree, these beliefs are still influential today. Similarly, Nguyen and Larson
(2015, 2) state that “traditional pedagogy divides mind and body into a dichotomy that regards
the body as little more than a subordinate instrument in service to the mind”. To illustrate,
Mezirow’s theory of transformative learning has been criticized for focusing too much on the
cognitive (Le Pertel, Fisher, and van Dam 2020). The split between rational thinking and body
experience, as well as the separation between the individual and its environment, have been
suggested to lie at the root of the sustainability challenge (Pulkki, Dahlin, and Värri 2017;
Scharmer 2018). Contemplative practices may address this separation, by reconnecting to
nature (Pulkki, Dahlin, and Värri 2017), promoting the reintegration of body and mind (Le
Pertel, Fisher, and van Dam 2020), and re-integrating sensory knowing to rational knowing
(Hart 2004). The potential of embodied learning and mindfulness to foster transformation has
been confirmed in practice Gardner (2021): especially reintegrating ‘head, hands, and heart’
(mind, body, emotions) is said to benefit ESD (Sipos, Battisti, and Grimm 2008; Le Pertel,
Fisher, and van Dam 2020). In other words: embodied learning plays a central role in
contemplative pedagogies. The following section will dive deeper into how embodiment
within contemplative pedagogies can contribute to ESD.

1.3.7 Embodied Learning

SPT does not only consist of contemplative practices, these practices also explicitly involve
the body. This thesis argues not only that contemplative pedagogies are a key to ESD, but also
that these pedagogies should integrate our physical bodies. Embodied learning can be defined
as “joining body and mind in a physical and mental act of knowledge construction [...]
entailing thoughtful awareness of body, space, and social context” (Nguyen and Larson 2015,
2). The practice of remaining mindful of one’s body, while engaging in thinking processes,
can be difficult at first: in the experience of Ferrer et al. (2007, 19), “most students are at first
incapable of elaborating intellectual knowledge from emotional/somatic experience”. The
founder of SPT, Arawana Hayashi, also reflects on this separation, saying that “many of us
experience a disconnect and imbalance between our thinking mind, feeling heart, and active
body” (Hayashi 2021, 11). Nevertheless, numerous scholars are proposing embodied learning
as a key to transformative learning (Gomila and Calvo 2008; Le Pertel, Fisher, and van Dam
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2020) and ESD (Phillip Payne et al. 2018; Pulkki, Dahlin, and Värri 2017; Sipos, Battisti, and
Grimm 2008). Embodied learning can refine experiences of the body and enhance capabilities
for sensing, which can contribute to education for sustainability (Pulkki, Dahlin, and Värri
2017). Additionally, learning to listen to our bodies and integrate sensory knowledge can help
us to tap into embodied wisdom (Lipson Lawrence 2012), as well as unlock innovation and
creativity (Ludevig 2016). This notion of unlocking bodily wisdom, also called ‘kinesthetic
knowing’ or ‘body knowing’ builds on the premise that our bodies know more than our
consciousness does (Gunnlaugson 2007). All these sources point towards a need to integrate
the physical body in education in general, as well as specifically in contemplative practices.

Moreover, the educational value of embodied learning is confirmed by recent developments in
cognitive science, which state that cognition itself is embodied (Wilson and Golonka 2013).
According to neuroscience research, learning does not only take place in the mind, but is also
situated in the body (Le Pertel, Fisher, and van Dam 2020). The interdisciplinary field of
embodiment research focuses on how emotional, cognitive, and bodily processes interact
(Niedenthal 2007). Embodiment research builds on the premise that knowledge is grounded in
bodily states as well as in the brain’s systems for perception, touch and body position, and
movement (Niedenthal 2007; Winkielman et al. 2015). The embodied perspective on
cognition suggests that movement and body posture influence thinking, sensemaking, and
decision-making (Winkielman et al. 2015).

Although neuroscientific research and scholars in ESD have shown the value of
contemplative pedagogies and embodied learning, there are still uncertainties around it. There
is a need to better understand how one learns by engaging with contemplative pedagogies
(Ergas 2013), what works and what doesn’t in contemplative practices (Wamsler 2019), and
how to put the principles of contemplative pedagogies into practice within sustainability
education (Wamsler 2020). This thesis hopes to contribute to the body of knowledge around
contemplative practices, by researching an embodiment method called ‘Social Presencing
Theater’ (SPT). Based on the literature, SPT may support contemplative pedagogies towards
sustainability. The section below describes what SPT is and how it may contribute to ESD as
a contemplative pedagogy.

1.3.8 Social Presencing Theater

“The challenges of our time require bold action based on deep wisdom and care.
[...] We need daily practices that bring forth the clarity and warmth that live in us
individually and collectively – activities that nurture our innate creativity.”

– Arawana Hayashi, ‘Social Presencing Theatre’ (2021)

The embodiment method ‘Social Presencing Theater’ (SPT) can be defined from several
different perspectives. To begin with, SPT aims to be “an awareness-based social art form [...]
to support organizational and systemic change”, and was co-developed by the initiator
Arawana Hayashi and the Presencing Institute (Dutra Gonçalves and Hayashi 2021, 37).
Simultaneously, SPT is an embodiment practice and action research method that aims to make
invisible aspects of social systems visible, by accessing deeper ways of knowing (Scharmer
and Yukelson 2015, 37). The word ‘social’ in Social Presencing Theater refers to the social
dimension of SPT, the ‘social body’, meaning the grouping of people, as well as the ‘social
field’, the quality of relationships within a social body (Hayashi 2021, 5). ‘Presencing’
implies awareness, presence, and a sensing into future potentials (Hayashi 2021, 5–6). The
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word ‘theater’ is used in its original meaning, rooting in Greek “as a place where things
become visible” (Hayashi 2021, 6). In other words, Social Presencing Theater is where social
bodies become visible through awareness. Social Presencing Theater is inspired by ‘Theory
U’, a change management method that aims to develop leadership capacities to tackle social,
environmental and spiritual challenges (Presencing Institute n.d.).

SPT can be applied in various contexts and settings, for multiple purposes. As an embodiment
method, SPT is usually practiced in a group context, and facilitated by an experienced person
who has followed a training in how to facilitate SPT with groups (Arawana Hayashi 2022).
This person leads the group through different exercises, adapting those to the local context if
necessary. In the field, the ‘experienced persons’ who apply SPT with groups call themselves
‘practitioners’. However, anyone who practices SPT, also first-time participants, can be called
'practitioners'. Therefore, to avoid confusion, we use the term ‘SPT facilitator’ to refer to any
experienced person who leads SPT with a group. SPT can be practiced with almost any group,
regardless of how well the individuals know each other or whether they have practiced SPT
before or not. SPT is applied as an educational tool in various multi-day training sessions with
adults and youth around the world as well as a consultancy tool. According to Hayashi (2022),
the Presencing Institute is training new SPT facilitators each year.

SPT consists of nine basic practices, usually practiced in groups, with the possibility to adapt
to specific questions and contexts: the ‘20-minute dance’, the ‘dance of fives’, the ‘village’,
‘duets’, ‘field dance’, ‘stuck’, ‘seed’, ‘case clinic’ and ‘4D mapping’ (Hayashi 2021, 31). In
this thesis, these practices are referred to as ‘exercises’ in order to distinguish them from other
practices mentioned. See Table 1.1 for an overview and descriptions of the exercises. Below
follows a brief description of each exercise, excluding the ‘seed’ and the ‘case clinic’, since
these are not further specified in Hayashi (2021). Each of the nine exercises can be practiced
on its own or in any combination of exercises, depending on the need of the group.

Table 1.1 Overview of the nine exercises of SPT, as explained in Hayashi (2021). The given
explanations are only sketching the exercise and are missing details. For more elaborate

explanations and instructions please consult Hayashi (2021). Numbers are page numbers.

Exercise Summary Purpose Setting

20-minute
dance

Starting by lying down on the floor, practitioners attend to the feeling
of the body, alternating between moving and stillness, following what
the body wants to do. Practitioners gradually move from lying down,
to sitting up, then to standing, and rest in a final standing shape. (114)

To feel grounded; to shift the
attention away from thinking to
sensing the body. (113)

Individual
(though
usually in a
group setting)
(95)

Dance of
fives

Practitioners engage in the group in movement and stillness, varying
between standing, sitting, lying down, as well as walking, and
turning.
(127)

Experiencing and exploring the
relationships to others within a
group, and experiencing the
individual as part of the group
(123-124).

in groups of
five (127)

Village Practitioners in a group experience and explore the group within
walking, running, standing, turning, sitting, laying down, and
greeting each other. (158)

Forming visual structures of a
group practicing, making
visible the relationships within
the group (153-154).

in a group
(158)

Duets In pairs practitioners move with what arises and pause one after the
other, followed by then pausing together. This iterates. In the end,
practitioners can also move together.
(117)

Practicing listening and
expressing from what arises in
the present moment (118);
Practicing sensing and pausing;
deepen relationships (118).

in pairs (117)
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Field
dance

The group is positioned seated in a semi-circle. One person after the
other enters the space in front of the opening of the semi-circle. The
person walks into the middle, pauses, moves into a shape, pauses,
and finally walks out of the space again. This process is given
undivided attention by the seated audience. (174-176)

Practicing authenticity and
spontaneity in front of others
(171).

in a group
(174-176)

Stuck One person, witnessed by others in a small group, physically moves
into a shape embodying a situation in which they experience
stuckness (sculpture 1). Deepening the posture even more they start
moving again until the movement comes to a natural ending
(sculpture 2). (42-43)

Accessing creativity that lays in
the body (34); Seeing future
possibilities in current
challenges (33).

in a small
group (42)

4D
Mapping

A case is selected and then mapped. Individuals take on a role in the
case and successively take a shape that arises from the embodiment
of the role. In the end, every role speaks one sentence from the shape.
When all roles are mapped in constellation to each other (sculpture
1), all roles start moving until they come to a natural end (sculpture
2). The mapping ends with all roles speaking from the shape in which
they ended. (76-77)

Mapping dynamics of a system
to make them visible, and have
a shared base to move on from
(69-71); Experiencing the
interrelatedness of all
stakeholders(80); To foster
observation skills (80).

in a group
and with a
facilitator
holding an
active role
(76-77)

After an exercise is complete, SPT facilitators usually include a reflection phase guided by
questions. Most of these reflections enquire into what was noticed, using phrases like: “I
saw…, I did …, I felt” or a combination of these (Hayashi 2021, 43, 77, 176). The exercises
require mindfulness related to the body, and if practiced in groups to the group (Hayashi 2021,
93, 97–98, 127). During exercises, the facilitator does their best not to intervene (Hayashi
2021, 80). Underneath these nine exercises lie six grounding principles of SPT: “basic
goodness is our innate nature” (Hayashi 2021, 9), “awareness opens and transforms
experience” (Hayashi 2021, 11), “open mind, open heart and open will are essential leadership
qualities in these challenging times” (Hayashi 2021, 13), “creativity arises from nowness”
(Hayashi 2021, 13), “making a true move is powerful engagement” (Hayashi 2021, 14) and
“appreciating daily details is art in everyday life” (Hayashi 2021, 15). Several of these
principles are supported by scientific research. For explanations of the principles and an
overview of how they are supported by academic literature, see Appendix I.

This thesis proposes that Social Presencing Theater as a contemplative pedagogy could
contribute to Education for Sustainable Development (ESD), in order to support change
agents in their work to address sustainability. The following paragraph elaborates further on
why Social Presencing Theater could be a promising method for ESD. Firstly, SPT aims to
support change agents in better understanding the systems they are a part of, both on an
intrapersonal and interpersonal level. For this reason, SPT may support change agents in
acquiring key competencies for sustainability (Redman and Wiek 2021). Secondly, according
to the book ‘Social Presencing Theater’ (Hayashi 2021), SPT could meet the definition of a
contemplative pedagogy and thus contribute to ESD, since it consists of practices that
cultivate mindful awareness with an appreciation for learning, personal growth, and empathy
(Roeser and Peck 2009, 1). Besides these two main avenues, SPT may also hold promise for
sustainability for other reasons. To begin with, SPT addresses the inner dimension of
individuals, as well as the social and environmental context (Hayashi 2021), which are all
important for action towards sustainability (Boda et al. 2021; Wamsler et al. 2018). Moreover,
SPT focuses on systems change through awareness (Hayashi 2021, 35). This awareness is
cultivated through an embodied presence: feeling settled into the body (Hayashi 2021, 32).
Since system change is needed for sustainability (Abson et al. 2017,. SPT and awareness
could form relevant leverage points for change (D. Meadows 1999). Finally, SPT might
contribute to sustainability by building a stronger connection to the earth, society, and the self.
Within the SPT literature the root cause of the sustainability crisis is described as the three
divides: the “disconnect we experience from the natural world, from each other, and from our
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own true nature” (Hayashi 2021, 13). Insights from sustainability science echo the concept of
the three divides, stating that a fragmented view of our living systems is a root cause of the
sustainability challenge (Kajikawa, Tacoa, and Yamaguchi 2014). Accordingly, increased
awareness and connection to the three bodies is suggested as a solution to the sustainability
challenge (Hayashi 2021, 37). The premise of SPT is that through the engagement and
integration of head, heart, and hand, awareness of the self, society, and the earth is increased
and vice versa.

Despite the potential of Social Presencing Theater to serve as a powerful tool for Education
for Sustainable Development, little research has been done on this method. Therefore, this
thesis studies Social Presencing Theater with a focus on how it can contribute to Education
for Sustainable Development. We hope the thesis introduces clarity to SPT as a pedagogic
method, and explores pathways of how SPT could support the transition to a more sustainable
society.

1.4 Research Question, Purpose & Scope

The research purpose of this thesis is to explore how Social Presencing Theater could
contribute to Education for Sustainable Development, in order to support change agents in
their Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability. To address this purpose, first we need to
understand how SPT creates a learning environment. With the term ‘learning environment’,
we refer to the educational setting that is co-created by the SPT facilitators, the practicing
participants, and the SPT exercises, which together create the conditions for learning. In
addressing this how-question, researchers expect to find specific qualities of SPT that make
up this learning environment. Therefore, the first research question addresses ‘qualities’ of the
learning environment:

Research Question 1 (RQ1): What are the qualities of Social Presencing Theater
that create the learning environment?

Note for clarity: the color highlighting here is consistent with colors used in the visualizations
of the research design in the rest of the thesis. In order to understand how SPT could
contribute to Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability, we also need to investigate what the
potential outcomes of SPT are, in order to understand how these outcomes could contribute to
ESD. Therefore, after having a basic understanding of the learning environment that SPT
creates, the second research question addresses the potential outcomes of SPT.

Research Question 2 (RQ2): What are potential outcomes of Social Presencing
Theater for participants and groups?

To uncover insights about SPT’s contributions to ESD and sustainability, the researchers
finally map how SPT as a pedagogy could contribute to ESD, building on the findings from
the first two research questions (the qualities of SPT and potential outcomes). See Figure 1.2
for a visualization of how RQ1 and RQ2 support addressing RQ3 Therefore, the third research
question dives into what SPT could be valuable for in relation to ESD:

Research Question 3 (RQ 3): In what ways could Social Presencing Theater as a
contemplative pedagogy contribute to Education for Sustainable Development?
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Figure 1.2 Visualization of the theoretical approach to this thesis.

This thesis is aimed at educators and SPT facilitators with an interest in how SPT could
contribute to Education for Sustainable Development and Strategic Leadership towards
Sustainability. The scope of the fields of application in this thesis is limited to practicing
individuals and groups. Since this is an explorative study into Social Presencing Theater with
a pedagogical lens, we are interested more in the ‘nature’ of potential outcomes and workings,
rather than the ‘size’ of such impacts. Additionally, the thesis does not aim to compare the
method with other pedagogies.

To answer the research questions, interviews were conducted with eleven SPT facilitators and
twelve participants of a two-day SPT training filled out surveys with quantitative and
qualitative questions. The results suggest that SPT may be able to contribute to developing
capacities of change agents, both as a process defined by contemplative pedagogies, and by
conveying key competencies for sustainability. This confirms the usefulness of SPT as an
educational method for sustainability and supports the use of SPT in designing sustainability
education and interventions. The following parts of this thesis are structured as follows: in
chapter 2, the methods used to conduct interviews and surveys about SPT are described.
Following, in chapter 3 the results are presented. Next, in chapter 4 the implications of these
results for ESD and Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability are discussed, as well as
suggestions for future research. Finally, chapter 5 gives the conclusions of this thesis.
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2. Methodology

To answer the research questions, data was first collected through surveys (stage 1).
Afterwards, interviews were conducted (stage 2) in parallel to qualitative data analysis of
surveys and interviews (stage 3). The research design applied was mainly pragmatic action
research, supported by arts-based methods. This meant that the data collection aimed to
generate mutual learning through a mixed methods approach, and the data was analyzed
through an inductive thematic analysis. Both surveys and interviews gathered information on
all three research questions. In the following sections, the methods and approaches of this
thesis are elaborated on, justified, and critically reflected on. First the chosen research style is
introduced. Later sections expand on the procedure and methods used, populations studied,
how the analysis was conducted, as well as ethical considerations.

2.1 Research style

In order to answer the research questions, data was collected through a multiple methods and
mixed methods approach (Bryman 2016, 627). We chose this approach in order to minimize
bias and to adjust the methods used to generate rich data and answer the research questions
posed in the best possible way, within the scope and conditions of the research. The research
design applied was mainly pragmatic action research (Coghlan and Brydon-Miller 2014), with
an emphasis on thematic analysis (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 439), supported by
arts-based methods (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 289). As in pragmatic action research, the
problem at base is the social-ecological crisis which is addressed through the research to
enable conditions to generate mutual learning (“co-generative learning” (Coghlan and
Brydon-Miller 2014, 3)) around the stated research questions. Pragmatic action research
permits mixed methods and approaches which is also reflected in the approach of this thesis
(Coghlan and Brydon-Miller 2014, 3). Since SPT is also considered a form of social art
(Dutra Gonçalves and Hayashi 2021), an arts-based approach (Savin-Baden and Major 2012,
289) was also partly used. In practice, this meant that the researchers created and used artwork
during the research process (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 289). Guided by pragmatic action
research, the research approach of this thesis was accommodated to create conditions for
‘co-generative learning’ (Coghlan and Brydon-Miller 2014, 3). A thematic analysis of the
data was conducted inductively (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 440) by generating codes and
themes from the data (see section 2.3.).

2.2 Data Collection

The purpose of the following section is to describe the setup and procedure of data collection
for this thesis. Figure 2.1 serves as an overview of the research collection methods.

1. Firstly in stage one of the research, all twelve participants of a two-day SPT training
were surveyed through handwritten journal-style surveys during and right after the
training, including quantitative scales and drawings, as well as through an electronic
post-survey one week later. Furthermore, photographs were taken during the training
to support analysis of the data collected through surveying.

2. After completing stage one, stage two featured ten semi-structured interviews with
eleven SPT facilitators (in one interview two facilitators were interviewed).
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3. In parallel to the interviews in stage two, the researchers began to analyze the survey
and interview data in stage three.

Figure 2.1 Overview of the data collection approach.

The combination of these methods is coherent with the chosen research style described in
section 2.1 and is further elaborated on throughout the following sequences of this report. By
collecting survey data first and then conducting interviews, the researchers were able to build
on findings from the surveys during the second round of data collection.

The collection of data from both inexperienced participants and SPT facilitators was a
deliberate choice of the researchers. If only interviewing SPT facilitators, the experience of a
first-time participant and how they make sense of it would have been missing in the collected
data. First-time participants in SPT could benefit from a less biased beginner’s mind while
experienced facilitators might be more biased. Nevertheless, we could assume a general
affinity towards unconventional and embodiment practices from the side of the participants
which likely biased the collected data. More details about possible biases are given at the end
of the subchapters on the surveys and the interviews (section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.)

2.2.1 Stage 1: Surveys at SPT Training

During stage one, participants of a two-day SPT training were surveyed to study qualities of
SPT (RQ1), potential outcomes (RQ2), as well as how participants relate SPT to sustainability
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(RQ3). The following section explains the choice of surveying participants of a two-day SPT
training, the population studied, and challenges of applying this method setup.

Figure 2.2 Compilation of photographs of the conducted training.

The two-day training was held in February 2022 in Karlskrona, Sweden, with SPT facilitator
Arawana Hayashi. As a method to collect data, we chose to do surveys with the twelve
participants of the training. The survey method allowed us to collect anonymous data and to
use both qualitative and quantitative questions. Gathering both qualitative and quantitative
data could enable a richer impression of the concepts we’re trying to measure (Bryman 2016,
627). The style of the surveys was mostly journaling (Bryman 2016, 239) that was
handwritten, sometimes coupled with drawing (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 293; 405). This
could generate knowledge and increase the authenticity of data shared, accessing different
ways and presentation of knowledge (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 292; 301). In addition,
journaling matched the reflective style and methods of the training itself. The quantitative
data was mainly gathered through five-point Likert scales (Bryman 2016, 165). This gave us
the possibility to gather illustrative data on the spectrum of various attitudes of participants.
Further, we recorded the training visually through photographs, as well as over Zoom
(Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 405). This supported the data analysis when necessary, though
it was not used as the base of an in-depth analysis. The recorded material could provide visual
support for the written experiences while also communicating the results afterwards.

Data collection through surveys was conducted during, right after, and a week after the
training. Surveys during and right after the training allowed us to capture and collect
immediate insights. Also, this gave us the possibility to collect data from all participants in a
time-efficient way, with little risk of delay in our research process. By choosing to collect
survey data, we were able to collect information from ‘beginners' minds’, in order to
minimize bias in favor of the SPT method and gain additional insights.
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The survey questions featured both open reflective questions, such as “What insights did arise
for you today?” and open guided questions, such as “how and why did / didn’t the connection
to the group change? What was it about the training that created this outcome?” The guided
questions were partly informed by the frameworks of head/hands/heart and the three divides,
see ‘1.2 Literature Review’. The full survey can be found in Appendix A. The researchers
received filled-out surveys from all twelve participants of the training and eleven out of the
twelve participants completed the post-surveys.

Participants. Participants of the two-day SPT training were all students of the degree program
‘Master’s in Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability’ (MSLS), at BTH in Sweden. This
population is suitable for this research due to their expertise in the field of Strategic
Leadership towards Sustainability (SLtS), to which this report aims to contribute.
Elaborations and justifications on the possible biases coming in through choosing the
population researched can be found at the end of this subchapter. We recruited the participants
by sharing a sign-up form with the student cohort. The first twelve persons to sign up,
agreeing with the terms of conditions to participate in the research, were accepted to take part
in the SPT training. The reason why we chose this audience is that this population was
motivated to join a two-day training without other compensation than receiving a training in
SPT and that they were available at the time. The researchers also participated in the training
to get a deeper understanding of the method researched, in order to better be able to research
it. Covid-19 regulations at that time allowed for indoor meetings of this kind without further
restrictions or recommendations. Nevertheless, all participants were informed about the size
of the training (15 persons in one room) and conditions (preferably no masks), including the
size of the location, prior to consenting to participate.
There were some factors to this particular sample that affected the 'quality' of the data
collected. Within the student cohort, there was already a level of safety established in which
participants are comfortable enough to experiment with new methods, if not even an affinity
towards experimental and holistic methods. This was seen as beneficial for the research
outcomes, as the students would be willing to engage with SPT to a high degree. All
participants had similar knowledge of sustainability and could provide insights to answer our
research question, due to their prior studies in sustainability. The average participant age was
28 years, with ten participants originating from Europe and the other two from Australia and
Africa. Eight participants had previous experience with embodiment practices, with only one
participant having previously practiced SPT. Before the training, the majority of participants
were unfamiliar with SPT as a method, with half of participants being familiar with the theory
and practices of Theory U.

Setting of the training. Due to covid-19, the training was conducted through a video
conference set up with Arawana Hayashi, the initiating co-founder of Social Presencing
Theater (Hayashi 2021). The participants and the research team were in one physical room,
while the facilitator Arawana Hayashi was online and connected with six cameras, a
microphone, and sound (see Figure 2.2). The purpose of this technical setup was to guarantee
excellent transmission of information between facilitator and participants, which was
important for collecting high-quality data from the training. Finally, this specific training was
the one that would guarantee that enough participants would be available for taking part in the
survey.

Challenges and possible biases. There are several possible challenges of the survey methods
chosen. Handwritten survey answers may occasionally be illegible and drawings might not be
interpreted how they were intended originally. Also, since the research team is part of the
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student cohort and knows participants personally, anonymity of the participants could not be
fully granted and eventual bias of the researchers could have been interfering in the analysis.
The researchers tried to mitigate this challenge by separating descriptive data (age, country,
etc.) from the written answers, and to ask participants for a drawing identifier instead of their
names.
Furthermore, participants signing up for the training might likely have been attracted to it due
to preexisting personal interests in the field. Therefore, their experience might be biased in a
positive attitude towards the method. In order to map this bias, participants were asked for
their previous experience with SPT similar methods/theories. In addition, all participants were
studying the same master's program in sustainability, and therefore they would likely have
similar views or biases on possible contributions of SPT towards sustainability. However, this
population is also highly educated in ‘Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability’ (Bryant et
al. 2021) which might enable valuable insights into how SPT could contribute to the field of
SLtS, which matches the purpose of this report. Further challenges are that prior to the
training there was no possibility for a pilot study with the survey used for data collection. This
meant that the researchers could neither test the clarity of the qualitative questions, nor the
validity of the quantitative scales. For the concepts the researchers wanted to measure
quantitatively, (such as awareness), no existing scales were found to measure this in a survey.
Therefore, the phrasing of the questions may not have been adequate enough so that all
participants understood and the questions might not have been validated enough to draw firm
conclusions. The researchers mitigated this challenge by being available for questions when
participants were answering the surveys, and communicating any clarifications to the whole
group, to maintain consistency within the group.

2.2.2 Stage 2: Interviews

After the researchers completed the surveys in stage one and had taken a first look at the data
collected, stage two began with interviewing eleven SPT facilitators. In the following, the
chosen method of interviewing SPT facilitators is elaborated on. First, the reasoning for the
choice of the interview method is given, secondly more information about the studied
population follows, and lastly challenges and possible biases of the method are mentioned. To
begin with, interviews were beneficial to our research since they allowed us to access the
perspective of long-time facilitators which added and complemented the short-term oriented
surveys with participants conducted before. Interviews were conducted in a semi-structured
style (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 359) and partially inspired by the concept of ‘generative
conversation’ by Theory U (Scharmer and Yukelson 2015; Gunnlaugson 2006; 2007; Petta et
al. 2019). The interview questions were phrased and based on themes from the literature as
well as on initial findings from the surveys. This interview style enabled the researchers to ask
follow-up questions and allowed for emergence during the interview, benefiting from the
single opportunity of interviewing a SPT facilitator and the unique potential of the interview
(Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 359). The full interview guide can be found in Appendix B.

The number of ten interviews, with eleven facilitators in total, enabled us to gain some basic
insights related to RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3. Also, with this amount of interviews we could access
some common patterns and/or dissonances between facilitators, while limiting the amount of
time that data analysis took. The interviews were conducted online on Zoom (Savin-Baden
and Major 2012, 363) with one researcher leading the interview and one researcher being
present in the conversation to take notes. This allowed a second evaluator perspective in order
to reduce evaluator bias (Mathison 2005). In addition, two researchers attended in order to
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take in more information than one researching person could. Further, all interviews were
recorded (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 405). All interviews lasted between 60 and 90
minutes (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 369).

The interviews happened at stage two of the data collection for several reasons: by first
having done a training themselves, the researchers got a deeper understanding of SPT and
therefore were able to ask better questions. Moreover, from the first look at the data collected,
follow-up questions to themes in the data could be asked during the interviews. Lastly, this
procedure allowed the researchers to structure data collection and analysis in a way that
conformed with the study schedule.

Population. During ten interviews, eleven international SPT facilitators were interviewed,
including the founder Arawana Hayashi. No compensation was offered for their time. One of
the interviews involved two SPT facilitators being interviewed. The facilitators have applied
SPT exercises in a range of contexts, from refugee work to leadership training. The SPT
facilitators were recruited through snowball sampling, by asking the SPT facilitators we know
to invite SPT facilitators in their network to sign up for an interview (Bryman 2016, 424).
SPT facilitators were interviewed since this population has experience with the SPT method
and a deep understanding of the use of the various SPT exercises, of the SPT qualities (RQ1),
and knowledge about common outcomes (RQ2). Additionally, SPT facilitators could have
valuable insights into how SPT as a pedagogy could contribute to sustainability.

Challenges and possible biases. There are some challenges to the methods that we chose. For
this part of the methodology, the researchers are aware that there was likely bias in favor of
the SPT method involved. The researchers tried to reduce the bias in the data by combining
facilitator interviews with participants surveys. Another challenge anticipated was that
facilitators partly combined SPT with other methods and therefore their findings and
identified aspects of SPT could not be purely related to SPT. This was compensated for by
asking facilitators to describe in what contexts they applied SPT, and to what degree they
combined it with other methods.

2.3 Stage 3: Analysis

After collecting data from surveys (stage one) and interviews (stage two), quantitative and
qualitative data was analyzed in different ways (stage three). Quantitative data was analyzed
with statistical methods through a univariate analysis, by computing the mean, median and
standard deviation scores for the quantitative survey questions in order to describe and
analyze the data (Bryman 2016, 337).
Qualitative data analysis was performed through coding of the interview manuscripts and
participant surveys (Bryman 2016, 564). For transcribing the research team used the software
otter.ai, and additionally manually proof-checked all transcripts created through the software.

The qualitative data was analyzed using thematic analysis, in creating codes inductively from
the data to afterwards generate themes (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 440). This approach
allowed the researchers to harvest a broader range of findings than a deductive approach
would have permitted. Also, coding without a conceptual framework to deduct codes from
brought less bias into the findings. Coding was done both manually by hand, to establish the
first set of codes, as well as with the computer software MAXQDA, to work with the data
more efficiently and coherently as a team. Firstly, two of the three researchers analyzed a
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sample of five out of twelve surveys and started to gather themes that emerged from the data
and framework. Afterwards, the third researcher analyzed the other seven surveys with the
previously identified themes and, when necessary, updated the themes. Lastly, the researchers
compared their impressions of the data, and larger patterns were noted that emerged from the
data. The procedure is put in place to reduce researcher bias and enhance the viability of
findings (O’Connor and Joffe 2020).
This sequential approach combines inductive reasoning in order to maximize insights and
minimize researcher bias. Bias might interfere in the data analysis and interpretation through
the individual backgrounds of the researchers, by making sense of the data through their
individual lenses. Additionally, arts-based methods were used to support the sensemaking by
the researchers (Savin-Baden and Major 2012, 289) Through poetry collages, drawing and
embodiment of emerging insights, the researcher team created a shared language and accessed
new insights. The iterative process oscillated between reading, analyzing, reflecting, and
categorizing of themes, until the researchers felt that the theme clusters reached saturation.
This saturation of the analysis is reflected in chapter 3. Results in this thesis.

2.4 Ethical Considerations

Regarding data protection, all participants and interviewees agreed to have their data collected
and stored by signing a consent form. Through the consent forms (see appendix E), we
informed interviewees and participants of the research setup, data management, the option to
withdraw from participation at any moment, and any risks associated. The risk associated with
participating in the SPT training and interviews was minimal, though we did inform
participants in the SPT training that the exercises may involve self-examination and
associated emotional discomfort. All photographs and quotes in this thesis were taken with
consent from the participants and interviewees and are only published anonymously.
Information might be possible to tie back to persons through the photographs in this report, or
by means such as wording, or way of speaking (recognizable by people who know the
participants of the data collection). Data such as video recordings and photographs were
stored safely on a BTH OneDrive with restricted access to the research team only and deleted
after two years of the date of publishing (Corti et al. 2014).
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3. Results

“Every human has four endowments [...]. These give us the ultimate human
freedom. The power to choose, to respond, to change.”

– Stephen Covey (n.d.)

In this chapter, we first introduce an overarching finding (section 3.1) from analyzing the
surveys and interviews (see Figure 3.2). Afterwards, in section 3.2 we present six ‘qualities’
of SPT that were found to address the first research question (RQ1), about the learning
environment that SPT creates. Following, in section 3.3 we explain four ‘outcome clusters’
that address the second research question touching on potential outcomes of SPT (RQ2).
Finally in section 3.4, the six ‘qualities’ and four ‘outcome clusters’ serve as a structure to
present the findings about the contributions to Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)
(RQ3). The findings of this thesis relate to each other as shown in Figure 3.1. This structure
and color code are used throughout the chapter to guide through the findings: black indicates
the overarching finding, the purple color indicates the qualities of SPT (RQ1), yellow is
related to outcomes of SPT (RQ2), and green represents findings that are related to the
potential ‘contributions to ESD’ (RQ3).

Figure 3.1 Interrelations between the findings and introduction of the color code for the
following sections: RQ1 speaks to the ‘qualities’ of SPT that enable potential ‘outcomes’

(RQ2). These might contribute to ESD (RQ3).
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3.1 Overarching Finding: The ‘Learning Container’

Figure 3.2 Visual to guide the reader and indicate the current section: Overarching finding.

While analyzing the surveys and interviews, an overarching finding emerged: that of SPT
being a ‘learning container’ with two main aspects surfaced (specified below). As this is seen
as a foundation for addressing all the research questions (RQ 1-3), we elaborate on it before
going deeper into addressing the research questions and presenting more granular findings.

As mentioned in the introduction, the learning environment refers to an educational setting
that is co-created by the SPT facilitators, the practicing participants, and the SPT exercises,
which together create the conditions for learning. We chose the term ‘learning container’ to
describe the specific learning environment that SPT creates for two reasons. Firstly, the term
‘container’ was mentioned repeatedly in the interviews, for instance by one interviewee: “The
method itself has that quality, that no matter what it is that you need, within this container,
you can discover it for yourself.". Secondly, the term ‘container’ illustrates the learning
environment as a space that SPT creates with its qualities (see next section 3.2). In addition,
the idea of the ‘learning container’ as a space of practice seems to be essential. The data
shows that SPT is a continuous practice, rather than a linear learning process to engage with
only once and the fostered capacities seem to be “built over time and through practice”.
Hence, SPT facilitators and participants alike describe the importance of practicing SPT in an
ongoing way, “it's practice, practice, practice".

Figure 3.3 shows an illustration of the ‘learning container’ and its two main aspects: ‘1.
enabling context-specific learning’ and ‘2. making the information in the system accessible’.
First, we elaborate on these two main aspects to build an understanding of how SPT functions
as a ‘learning container’, and then further describe its ’qualities’ in section 3.2.
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Figure 3.3 The ‘learning container’ as a space of practice, creates a learning environment
with the potential to experience context specific learning, and makes information in the

system(s) accessible.

1. As a learning container, SPT enables context specific learning. A main theme that
emerged from the data was how SPT focuses on learning, and how this learning is
context-dependent for the individual and/or collective. According to the interviewees, SPT is
not a “problem-solution method” with tangible outcomes or a clear action plan towards a
future state. In this understanding of SPT as a process-oriented and learning-focused method,
one interviewee said that "there's no way it can fail, because whatever happens is information
and learning". One interviewee thought that “people are so locked into this idea that we have
to get a happy result. So [it should be mentioned] clear[ly] to the client: this is a learning
method”. During the training, SPT was found to lead to learning for every participant, in the
specific context of the practicing individual and/or collective. One interviewee highlighted
that everyone who practices SPT finds the learning that they ‘need’ in that moment:

“SPT and other awareness-based practices are a systematic way to create this
environment that allows you to notice what you already have, and how you can
use it in new ways, to get to the next level [...]. I think the setup and the way the
practices are structured are very helpful to get you to this point where you
yourself realize what you need to realize.”

Participants seem to share this experience by reporting how surprised they were to gain
certain learnings (e.g. that being “stuck is not a problem”) and experiences (not expecting that
“much would happen, but things really shifted”), see Figure 3.4. Likewise, participants speak
about how meaningful some training moments were to them in the specific situation of their
lives (“It's a learning edge for me - listening or sensing into my body's knowledge”).

2. As a learning container, SPT makes information in the system(s) accessible. Another
element that SPT enables in individuals and groups is that it makes ‘information in system(s)
accessible’ (see Figure 3.3). Throughout the surveys and interviews, the data speaks to the
ability of SPT to access different levels of knowing. A wisdom “that is embedded in a specific
moment in the body” or the surroundings “gets us [...] into this wisdom of the body and of the
earth."). Such accessible information within and beyond the rational mind is what we termed
‘information in the system(s)’. This terminology was chosen as it was used by seven out of
eleven interviewees. By ‘system’, we refer to any entity: this can be the body, the self, a
group, a local community or city, or even the planet Earth. One participant was surprised by
how SPT made information in the body accessible: “How does my body know and my mind
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not? What a potential”. One interviewee refers to this stored information in the system as
follows:

“Then I realize that's maybe a pattern that has been coming up many times. So
with doing very simple things [...] it makes you more conscious about
completely normal daily life activities and all the information there is stored in
these things that are happening again and again.”

SPT facilitators also describe how “the access to
that level [of information] is beneficial for people
doing the training, because you get a completely
new dimension and get aware of things you are
sensing but may be suppressing or [normally are]
not as aware of”. Accessing the information in the
system can take several forms, which are shown in
further detail through quotes in the results table in
section 3.4.

To sum up, based on the data we suggest that SPT
creates a 'learning container' that enables both
‘individually and collectively relevant learning’
and makes ‘information in the system(s)
accessible’ (see Figure 3.3.). The next section
further explores the specific ‘qualities’ (RQ1) of
the learning container (see Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.4 Participant drawing
picturing knowledge in the body in

stuck exercise.

3.2 RQ 1: Qualities of SPT

Figure 3.5 Visual to guide the reader and indicate the current section: Qualities.

The first research question of this thesis investigates the ‘qualities’ of Social Presencing
Theater that create a ‘learning container’, which is specified in the previous section. By
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defining the qualities of SPT (RQ1) we hope to gain a more detailed understanding of how
SPT leads to the potential outcomes (RQ2) and contributions to ESD (RQ3).

Research Question 1 (RQ1): What are the qualities of Social Presencing Theater
that create the learning environment?

Through the interviews, the research team discovered that even longtime facilitators found it
difficult to describe what SPT is and how it works. The interview and survey data shows that
SPT can lead to different experiences and learnings, depending on the participant and their
context (see previous section). Nevertheless, the research team found six universal ‘qualities’
of the methodology of SPT, that seem to be essential in enabling the possible outcomes of
SPT (described in section 3.3). The purpose of this section is to outline these six ‘qualities’
that constitute the ‘learning container’ of practicing SPT. The researchers outline the basic
‘qualities’ in order to highlight the unique aspects of the SPT exercises. The six ‘qualities’
each capture essential aspects of SPT that were found in the data. These universal ‘qualities’
are: 1. ‘stillness and movement’, 2. ‘physicality’, 3. ‘collectivity’, 4. ‘non-directedness’, 5.
‘awareness’, and 6. ‘trust’ (see figure 3.6). The ‘qualities’ are shown and defined in further
detail in the following sections (3.2.1 - 3.2.6). To illustrate these intangible, sometimes
abstract ‘qualities’, photographs of the conducted SPT training (Figure 3.7 - 3.11 and 3.13.)
are provided to enrich and complement the written text.

Figure 3.6 The SPT ‘learning container’ of practice and its ‘qualities’.
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3.2.1 Quality: Stillness and movement

Figure 3.7 Photograph and illustration: ‘quality of stillness and movement’.

The underlying rhythm of the SPT exercises alternates between stillness and movement,
between doing and reflecting, between giving and receiving. An exercise that illustrates this
oscillation between stillness and movement clearly is the ‘20 minute dance’ (see introduction
for an overview of all SPT exercises). The theme of stillness stood out in the data as
something that is unusual in the everyday life of participants and thereby an attribute that was
highlighted when talking about the qualities of SPT. Practicing stillness through SPT also
relates to slowing down, as one interviewee shared:

"The moment I'm aware of what I'm doing, it's already changing. [..] When I
practice [SPT], I can try out what could counterbalance this. And then, when I
catch it in the moment, I could remember this [...] and have a little MA moment,
instead of just rushing on."

3.2.2 Quality: Physicality

Figure 3.8 Photograph and illustration: ‘quality of physicality’

The second ‘quality’ of SPT is ‘physicality’. All nine exercises of SPT involve the body,
which gives SPT an inherent physical component. This can for example be seen in the stuck
exercise, in which an individual or collective challenge takes shape through the body. One
interviewee shared how this embodiment catalyzes changes in their thinking:

“Automatically, you're using your body to physically move things and thinking
differently.”
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3.2.3 Quality: Collectivity

Figure 3.9 Photograph and illustration: ‘quality of collectivity’

The third ‘quality’ of SPT is ‘collectivity’. SPT exercises situate the individual inherently in a
collective. Some exercises within a collective setting are ‘the village’ or ‘the dance of five’.
The ‘quality of collectivity’ in its effects is closely connected to the ‘quality of awareness’
(see also 3.2.5). Participants often refer to the high degree of awareness within the collective
that influences their experience of the practice, in terms of witnessing e.g. a movement. This
plays a crucial role for some of the potential ‘outcomes’ in section 3.3. One interviewee
describes the ‘quality of collectivity’ as follows:

“It's a collective thing, it's a social thing. And that's what theater is, this
container where we can bring whatever we bring, and we can create some
beauty, some truth with that. And then [that] moves [...] back to our lives, which
are social lives because then we interact with many other people in many ways
more than we understand.”

3.2.4 Quality: Non-directiveness

Figure 3.10 Photograph and illustration: ‘quality of non-directedness’

The fourth ‘quality’ of SPT is ‘non-directedness’. During SPT, practitioners’ movements are
led by the body or the surrounding system, rather than the mind. According to the data, SPT
invites us to let go of thought-led movement and to be led by information in the system: the
body and/or the surroundings. One interviewee describes this as follows:

“One thing that I feel is very unique to SPT, as opposed to other movement
[methods is that] it's extremely non-directive. [...] Theater work [and] many of
the other movement practices, yoga, things like that, are very directive. There is
usually a teacher, someone and then they give you a shape and then you do the
shape [...] there it's a very directive movement. And SPT is a very non-directive
movement, which means it's really about what the body wants to do and paying
attention to what's happening in this non-directiveness.”
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3.2.5 Quality: Awareness

Figure 3.11 Photograph and illustration: ‘quality of awareness’

The fifth ‘quality’ of the SPT learning environment is ‘awareness’. SPT invites us to bring
awareness into practicing the exercises. One aspect of awareness that appeared in the data is
intentionality – acting with intention - which seems to contribute to the experience, e.g. by
adding meaning: “a lot of intentional reactions to each other, high resonance, what I did felt
as if it mattered”. One participant of the workshop describes the journey throughout the two
training days as “partly being fully there, partly being in a rather automatic mode and from
that thrown back into awareness again and again”. This shows how SPT invites and
supports awareness. The role of awareness in practicing SPT was captured in multiple
ways, e.g. see figure 3.12 and the quantitative results (see Appendix G). One interviewee
describes the 'quality' of awareness in the following way:

"The way we pay attention is what will make things turn out in a certain way.
So this quality of attention or awareness is what shapes everything. [Hence]
the method itself might not be the whole application, it is just a limited part,
you can do the exercise completely mechanical and not really change your
attention much or your awareness.”

Figure 3.12 Participant drawing, showing the fluctuating level of awareness
throughout the two training days
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3.2.6 Quality: Trust

Figure 3.13 Photograph and Illustration: ‘quality of trust’

The sixth ‘quality of trust’ refers to two premises of SPT: the belief in an inherent ‘basic
goodness’, and trust that there is ‘information in the system’. Basic goodness, defined by a
participant as the belief “that every human being, every system is basically good.”, here
does not refer to a moral right or wrong but rather an innate wholeness and healthiness that
permeates everything. This foundational premise implies a belief that there is important
information both in the individual system, in the wider system, and beyond the intellectual
mind. Almost all participants and facilitators experienced the information in the explored
system as more accessible through the SPT practice, which shows that they believed in the
described premises. This is illustrated by the interviewee quotes below:

"There is something about considering the social body as an entity in itself,
and what it wants to do. It's profound, this understanding that I feel you can
draw [from SPT] [,...].”

“If you're just listening to the brain, as opposed to the heart, the gut, the rest of
the body, the nervous system, etc. You're just missing out on so much
information and wisdom, etc. And when you extend that out to a social field,
just like we have at the moment, there's so much more there that we can sense
and know if we listen."

In summary, six themes emerged as a result of this study that as ‘qualities’ constitute the make
up of the SPT ‘learning container’ described in the previous section and enable specific
‘outcomes’ that are specified in the following section (see Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.14 Poem ‘Layers’,Collage from participant data (2022)
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3.3 RQ2: Potential Outcomes of SPT

Figure 3.15 Visual to guide the reader and indicate the current section: Outcomes.

This section focuses on the results regarding research question two:

Research Question two (RQ2): What are potential outcomes of Social
Presencing Theater for participants and groups?

Potential outcomes of SPT (RQ2) were identified from the interviews and surveys. The
emerging themes were then grouped into four ‘outcome clusters’: ‘Outcome Cluster 1: Letting
go to let come’, ‘Outcome Cluster 2: Seeing and sensing system(s)’, ‘Outcome Cluster 3:
Cultivating individual capacity’, and ‘Outcome Cluster 4: Cultivating group capacity’. In the
following subsections, each cluster and their themes are introduced. As they are enabled by
the ‘qualities’ of SPT (RQ1) the four ‘outcome clusters’ (in yellow) are situated within the
‘learning container’ (see Figure 3.16). For each ‘outcome cluster’ RQ2 is answered.
Participant drawings from the surveys illustrate the clusters: see Figure 3.17 - 3.21.

Figure 3.16 Visualization of the potential ‘outcomes’ (in yellow) and ‘qualities’of SPT.
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3.3.1 Outcome Cluster 1: Letting Go to Let Come

Figure 3.17 Visual to guide the reader and drawings of participants
relating to ‘letting go to let come’.

According to the data, accessing information in the system is strongly connected to letting go
of thought patterns and shifting attention from the mind to the body. The majority of
participants mentioned how SPT helped them to let go of thoughts in general and specifically
their judgment or critical mind. SPT seems to include “a way to listen and notice the
knowing” of the body or related systems. The data shows that along with letting go comes an
increased presence and awareness, from which new possibilities can surface. Letting come is
therefore strongly linked to emergence. The nine themes under ‘letting go to let come’ are as
follows: as a method, SPT…

1. cultivates trust in not knowing
2. invites to let go of judgment
3. invites a mind to body shift
4. cultivates awareness & presence
5. cultivates attention
6. facilitates the harvest of 'raw data'
7. enables the discovery of new possibilities
8. fosters emergence
9. cultivates creativity.

For each theme, quotes from contributors to the data collection, as well as their definitions,
are provided in Appendix F.1.

Figure 3.18 Poem ‘Shape’,Collage from participant data (2022)
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3.3.2 Outcome Cluster 2: Seeing and Sensing System(s)

Figure 3.19 Visual to guide the reader and drawings of participants relating to ‘seeing and
sensing system(s)’.

Another prevalent outcome is that SPT helps practitioners to become aware of system(s) in an
experiential way. According to the data, SPT makes the dynamics within and between the
individual self, social systems, and related systems visible: “[SPT] makes the system sense
and see itself”. The eight themes under ‘seeing and sensing system(s)’ are as follows: as a
method, SPT…

1. makes system dynamics (self or collective) feelable
2. invites to experience interrelatedness
3. invites to experience oneself and the social body
4. cultivates an understanding that self-care = earth-care
5. makes system dynamics (individual or collective) visible
6. provides new lenses
7. invites to (be) witness(ed).

For each theme, quotes from the data collection, as well as definitions, are provided in
Appendix F.2.

3.3.3 Outcome Cluster 3: Cultivating Individual capacities

Figure 3.20 Visual to guide the reader and drawings of participants relating to ‘cultivating
individual capacities’.
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Cultivating individual capacities is an agglomerate of outcomes related to inner wellbeing and
individual capacities. Through practicing SPT, participants and facilitators experienced an
increased connection to themselves. They consider it a personal practice that strengthens
many personal and interpersonal competencies. The six themes under ‘cultivating individual
capacities’ are as follows: as a method, SPT…

1. supports synchronization
2. invites grounding in the body
3. cultivates self-care & personal well-being
4. fosters inner resilience
5. offers a new language of body expression
6. invites to practice a simultaneous connection to the individual & social body

For each theme, quotes from contributors to the data collection, as well as their definitions,
are provided in Appendix F.3.

3.3.4 Outcome Cluster 4: Cultivating Group Capacities

Figure 3.21 Visual to guide the reader and drawings of participants relating to ‘cultivating
group capacities’.

With the cluster ‘cultivating group capacities’, outcomes are described that are built in a
group through practicing SPT. These outcomes contribute to the strengthening of the relations
within the group, and include the capacity to listen and have deeper conversations. The eight
themes under ‘cultivating group capacities’ are as follows: as a method, SPT…

1. fosters authenticity and intimacy thanks to embodiment
2. fosters co-creation
3. cultivates awareness of the social body
4. cultivates love & empathy
5. sparks deeper conversations
6. creates a shared language and experience
7. benefits listening & sensing
8. improves quality of relationships

For each theme, quotes from contributors to the data collection, as well as their definitions,
are provided in Appendix F.4. In the next section, the six ‘qualities’ and four ‘outcome
clusters’ serve as a structure to present the findings about the contributions to ESD (RQ3) (see
Figure 3.22).
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3.4 RQ 3: Potential Contributions to ESD

Figure 3.22 Visual to guide the reader and indicate current section: Contributions to ESD.

In this section, results to answer research question three are given based on the data collected.

Research Question three (RQ 3): In what ways could Social Presencing Theater as a
contemplative pedagogy contribute to Education for Sustainable Development?

Below, the results to this research question are given: firstly possible contributions of SPT as
a ‘learning container’ (overarching finding, see section 3.1.), then of the defined ‘qualities’
(RQ1, see section 3.2.), and lastly of the four ‘outcome clusters’ (RQ2, see section 3.3.). See
also Figure 3.23 for a visualization of how the previous findings support RQ3.

Figure 3.23 Overview of SPT as a ‘learning container’, with its ‘qualities’ and ‘outcomes’
that might contribute to ESD.
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3.4.1 Learning Container Contributing to ESD

As specified in section 3.1, a main finding of this research suggested is that SPT serves as a
‘learning container' with two aspects (‘enabling context specific learning’, and ‘making the
knowledge of the system(s) accessible’). In this section, possible contributions of SPT as a
‘learning container’ to ESD are presented through exemplified quotes to answer RQ3.

Table 3.1 Overview of how SPT as a ‘learning container’ could contribute to ESD.

Aspects of the
‘learning container’

Exemplifying quote from participant/facilitator

enabling context
specific learning

And it [SPT] helps us to transform ourselves. It's true that the system is us. And [when] we
understand that it really is only by going deeper, I think that we can start to make radical change.

making the knowledge
of the system
accessible

When we don't use the body, it also means that we don't use the knowledge that is there. And
basically, if we should solve big and complex issues, and we only use like a tiny percentage of
our capacity, I think it's a big problem. And by involving the body, [..] if more of our resources
are used to solve the problems, the problems might also have a better solution.

As the quotes in Table 3.1 highlight, the data suggests that the ‘learning container’ of SPT
enables change agents to discover resources and knowledge that enable them to learn in a
transformative way. To understand further how this ‘learning container’ could contribute to
ESD, its ‘qualities’ have to be examined as well in respect to their contribution to ESD.

3.4.2 Qualities Contributing to ESD

In addressing RQ1, it was suggested in section 3.2 that six ‘qualities’ form the ‘learning
container’ of SPT (‘physicality’, ‘non-directedness’, ‘stillness & movement’, ‘collectivity’,
‘awareness’, and ‘trust’). This section addresses how these qualities could contribute to SPT
as a pedagogy for ESD (RQ3) based on the data. Therefore, quotes from the data exemplify
the possible contributions to ESD in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Overview of how the ‘qualities’ of SPT might contribute to ESD, based on the data.

‘Qualities’ Exemplifying quote from participant/facilitator

Quality 1: physicality I wanna use the stuck exercise where we move from figure one to figure two for sustainability
education. I feel this gets people fully into the challenge and then you might have very fruitful
discussions about it afterwards.

Quality 2:
non-directedness

I think what SPT does is it gets us out of the just the mind and into this wisdom of the body
and of the earth.

Quality 3: stillness &
movement

[SPT] opens space for newness and confidence to try and experiment.

Quality 4: collectivity The whole looking at the social body, that's an element of care for others. [That] is not about
smothering care, that is a lot of the time just a projection of what I'm not carrying on myself
that I try to fix the other. But the care which is aware of the social body, that's a level of care
that I feel is cultivated in SPT, which is about caring for others and caring for the social body.

Quality 5: awareness I think [SPT] could strongly contribute as a continuous maintenance of our aware body as a
vessel for consciousness (personal, collective and universal) only if practiced continuously, if
it's a new door open on embodied perception and action on reality that never shuts down.
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Quality 6: trust [SPT] can help you create trust in movement, and just be with your body and just presencing
that. So this [...] is a key capacity for transformation.

As the quotes in Table 3.2 illustrate, the six ‘qualities’ of SPT (RQ1) can support change
agents by creating the right learning environment for development: they can imagine using
SPT methods in the future to continue building capacity within themselves and within future
sustainability work. As a third approach to addressing RQ3, the next section addresses how
the outcomes of SPT (RQ3) might contribute to ESD.

3.4.2 Outcome Clusters Contributing to ESD

Earlier in this chapter, four ‘outcome clusters’ were suggested (section 3.3.) as possible
outcomes of SPT. Here, potential contributions of these four ‘outcome clusters’ to ESD of
SPT as a pedagogy are illustrated (RQ3), based on the data collected. Potential contributions
of the ‘outcome clusters’ are presented in this order: first ‘letting go to let come’, then ‘seeing
and sensing systems’, afterwards ‘cultivating individual capacities’, and finally ‘cultivating
group capacities’.

Answers to RQ3 from the ‘outcome cluster 1: letting go to let come’. With regards to the
theme ‘letting come to let go’, the data suggests that SPT helps change agents to gain what
one interviewee called “key capacities for transformation”. These capacities may include
elements such as action confidence, non-judgment, awareness and creativity. For the nine
themes within this ‘outcome cluster’, quotes were compiled about how these themes benefit
SPT as a pedagogy in the context of moving towards sustainability in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Overview of how the themes of ‘letting go to let come’ might contribute to ESD.

As a pedagogy for
ESD, SPT…

Quote from participant/facilitator

cultivates trust in
not knowing

[SPT] can help you create this action confidence: let's see and step into the not knowing. And I guess all these
qualities, and maybe the capacity of dealing with not knowing, and be with 'what if' and allow things to emerge in
a certain way, I guess are key capacities for transformation.

invites to let go of
judgment

[SPT] decreases judgement and shows that there's always a way to move forward and that anything, even stucks
might be useful.

invites a mind to
body shift

Practicing focus on the body and stepping away from the paradigm of rational thinking (being driven by the mind
and valuing it more than the body's signals) offers a perspective, new behaviors and thus, a new way of living.
This provides the opportunity to bring about the desperately needed change.

cultivates awareness
& presence

Being aware of one's own [...] biases etc is essential for any leader working in sustainability. SPT could also
benefit a sustainability practitioner by fostering a deeper connection with the bodies (social, earth and personal).

cultivates attention Presencing can be a great method to approach those opposers, meet them where they are and walk with them to
sustainability. This requires a lot of self regulation from the practitioner to which SPT can be hugely valuable.

facilitates the
harvest of 'raw data'

If practiced regularly, this way of connecting to yourself and what surrounds you might help leaders face
emerging issues differently, rather than just reacting to them following pre-existing thought patterns.

enables the
discovery of new
possibilities

I cannot say whether many or all solutions lie merely in integrating presencing, but mindfulness and awareness
certainly make space for new solutions aside the current growth paradigm or trying to fix our problems without
fundamentally changing our current way of being.

fosters emergence It can be more a workable, realistic kind of idea [...], because [the SPT practitioners] have experienced it.
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cultivates creativity SPT exercises provide outside-the-box ideas that are very important for finding solutions for complex and deeply
rooted problems. New practices lead towards new perspectives which is fundamental for the paradigm shift the
sustainability challenge requires.

Answers to RQ3 from the ‘outcome cluster 2: seeing and sensing system(s)’. According to
the data, SPT can support change agents to get a deeper understanding of the complexity of
sustainability issues, as well as new perceptions of their interrelatedness to other people and
systems. For the seven themes listed under this ‘outcome cluster’, quotes about how these
themes benefit SPT as a pedagogy for ESD were compiled in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 Overview of how the seven themes of ‘seeing and sensing system(s)’ might
contribute to ESD.

As a pedagogy for ESD,
SPT…

Quote from participant/facilitator

makes system dynamics
(self or collective) feelable

SPT fosters deeper understanding of the problem and solution at hand due to the
experiential character [...], thereby deeper taking of multiple perspectives, due to accessing
different ways of knowing [...]. I didn’t just mentally understand the issue we work with
but somehow learned something and gained an insight when my body did [that].

invites to experience
interrelatedness

In order to care for the whole, there also has to be awareness of the whole, these two things
go together. That I have a larger perspective of space and time, like, how will this affect
my grandchildren? In future generations, right? [That] is part of sustainability. It has to just
keep going. And it has to be inclusive of as many stakeholders like that are in my system.

invites to experience
oneself & the social body

The practice of tuning into the earth body, the personal body and the social body and
presencing can be a useful way to face complexity and emergence.

cultivates an understanding
that self-care = earth care

SPT is mainly strong in regulating the self and reconnecting with yourself and nature. The
whole training was a great learning on how to withdraw from the running day-to-day life
that we wind up in time and again. Taking a conscious moment of stillness to let the
vastness of things sink in and let the truly valuable things get priority again is very
powerful for sustainable development.

makes system dynamics
(self or collective) visible

I can definitely see SPT can contribute to sustainable development by illuminating what is
present in systems and what it is becoming.

provides new lenses I now have a different perception and a fullest awareness of how my personal rhythm rises
and rests, synching with the collective rhythm of the groups and communities I dance with,
dancing to the cosmic beat and integrating to the breath of stillness.

invites to (be) witness(ed) They shifted, because they saw that 500 people are witnessing that case. So this visibility
of the collective witnessing, there was something very intense for them because they felt,
"Oh, actually what we're doing, people get it." [...]. Then the whole thing moved for them
and [...] after that, they said they were really energized, and a lot of new energy just came
into that group and they kicked off processes from a new place.

Answers to RQ3 from the ‘outcome cluster 3: cultivating individual capacities’. When asked
about SPT’s contributions to sustainability, many participants and interviewees shared that
SPT was supporting them in their personal development and wellbeing. Based on this data,
SPT may support change agents to practice self-care, ground and reconnect to their own body.
For the six themes within this cluster, quotes about how these themes could benefit SPT as a
pedagogy for ESD were compiled in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5 Overview of how the six themes of ‘cultivating individual capacities’ might
contribute to ESD.

As a pedagogy for ESD,
SPT…

Quote from participant/facilitator

Supports synchronization I think there's no question about personal sustainability, that the body and the mind when the body and
the mind are synchronized and grounded, then there's a natural sense, this is the least I've experienced,
and there's more of a natural sense of inclusion and expansion, right.

Invites grounding in the body [SPT] could improve my ability to read the room while taking care of my own body, remind me to
ground myself, remind me to create stillness and listen to what bodily intelligence wants to tell me -
self-care is an important skill in this field. If I could practice [SPT] or something similar which helps
by creating new social data points, I could maybe help facilitate better processes and team building.

Cultivates self-care & personal
wellbeing

We all [experience] stress and we all [experience] emotional psychological, particularly with Ukraine
and COVID and everything. SPT as a practice really helps me in my personal well-being.

Fosters inner resilience [SPT] builds some kind of inner resilience, I feel in, even leadership, not as a sense of leading other
people but leading yourself. [...] I don't know, if the word empowerment covers it.

offers new language of body
expression

[In SPT I got to work on] paying attention to different aspects of a scene (earth-own-social body),
expressing with my body.

Invites to practice a
simultaneous connection to
oneself & social body

[SPT] could improve my ability to read the room while taking care of my own body.

Answers to RQ3 from the outcome cluster 4. 'cultivating group capacities’. For groups that
work with sustainability transitions, the data implies that SPT can foster trust and connection
through deeper listening, creating space for innovation. For the eight themes of the cluster,
quotes were compiled in Table 3.6 about how they might contribute to ESD.

Table 3.6 Overview of how the eight themes of ‘cultivating group capacities’ might contribute
to ESD.

As a pedagogy for ESD,
SPT…

Quote from participant/facilitator

fosters authenticity and intimacy
thanks to embodiment

I can imagine very well how SPT helps team building or in moments when people/organizations
are stuck. It can probably also foster trust and a regenerative culture.

Fosters co-creation [SPT] opens space for newness and confidence to try and experiment.

cultivates awareness of social body [SPT] shows us all as equally important and diverse persons.

cultivates love & empathy Looking at possibilities, we have better understanding, better, more empathy in actual fact.

sparks deeper conversations SPT could help sustainable development through snowballing a culture around being fully present
and having generative dialogue around the pain in our world. [...] Through creating pockets of
presence and connection it may slowly shift patterns, then systems, then paradigms.

Creates a shared language and
experience

The potential lies for me in that [SPT] offer a different way to start a conversation that maybe has
gotten stuck before/ where people are entrenched/ have preconceived ideas.

Benefits listening & sensing The larger intention is in terms of sustainability, that this contributes to healthiness in the social
field, which would then address issues of inequality where all voices are heard. And then it leads
towards a healthier planet.

Improves quality of relationships I feel an increased ability to deeper connect with people, beyond words, more on awareness level.
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4. Discussion

“When we don't use the body, it also means that we don't use the knowledge that
is there. And if we should solve big and complex issues, and we only use a tiny
percentage of our capacity, it's a big problem. By involving the body, [..] if more
of our resources are used to solve the problems, the problems might also have a
better solution.”

– One interviewee from this study

The aim of this thesis is to explore how Social Presencing Theater (SPT) as a pedagogy could
contribute to Education for Sustainable Development (ESD), in order to foster Strategic
Leadership towards Sustainability (SLtS). For this purpose, we investigated what qualities of
SPT create the learning environment (RQ1), what outcomes SPT has (RQ2), and how SPT
could contribute to ESD (RQ3). As an explorative study, many interesting initial observations
were made during the interviews and data analysis. In this chapter, we first relate the findings
to relevant literature and explore the implications of the findings. Next, we acknowledge the
different limitations of this thesis. Finally, the chapter finishes with directions for future
research.

4.1 Findings and Implications

Below we put the findings of this thesis into context: first we connect the results of Q1 and
Q2 to the literature in the field. Then, we build on this understanding to relate the findings of
Q3 to ESD literature, mainly based on the ‘contemplative pedagogies’ and ‘key
competencies’ frameworks. Finally, we elaborate on the significance of the findings for
Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability.

4.1.1 Implications of RQ1 and RQ2

In the following, we interpret the results from RQ1 and RQ2 and connect the findings to
previous publications on education and Social Presencing Theater. The findings are presented
in the same order as in the Results chapter: first the ‘learning container’ as an overarching
finding, then the ‘qualities’ that address Q1, followed by the ‘outcomes’ that address Q2.

Overarching finding: ‘learning container’. The findings suggest that SPT fosters learning
and thus can be seen as a ‘learning container’ (as defined in the results section 3.1.). The
‘learning container’ in the context of this thesis can be understood as a pedagogic space with
the potential to learn and practice leadership capacities relevant to real-life situations. In this
way, the ‘learning container’ resembles the concept of the learning ‘dojo’. Although it
originates from Japanese martial arts, the term ‘dojo’ is increasingly used to describe other
innovative learning spaces, defined by principles of safety, continuous learning, accepting
failure, and redundancy, where the latter refers to acquiring new insights when tackling the
same problem with new strategies (Sato, Corbucci, and Bravo 2008). Hayashi speaks to a
similar concept in the book ‘Social Presencing Theater’ with the following: “They [the nine
exercises] are containers for experience. [...] There is no right or wrong experience — only
learning” (Hayashi 2021, 8). This principle of continuous learning is also common within
contemplative practices, where the learning builds over time (Grace 2011). In such a safe
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learning space, change agents can pursue lifelong learning and practice their leadership
capacities in order to adapt to the dynamic nature of the sustainability challenge.

Q1: ‘qualities’. In addressing research question one, the findings suggest that SPT features
six ‘qualities’ that constitute the ‘learning container’ of SPT. These 'qualities' are mostly in
line with the premise of Hayashi's book (2021, 9). As an example, the SPT principles
“creativity arises from nowness” (Hayashi 2021, 13), and “awareness opens and transforms
experience” (see Appendix I for all SPT principles) (Hayashi 2021, 11) are reflected in this
thesis’ findings as the ’quality of awareness’. The ‘qualities’ found in this thesis also reflect
the definition of contemplative education: see section 4.1.2 for a more detailed inquiry into
the qualities and contemplative education in their relevance for ESD.

Q2: ‘outcomes’. In addressing research question two, the findings suggest that the SPT
‘qualities’ foster four ‘outcome clusters’, as outcomes for participants and groups. Two out of
four ‘outcome clusters’ are termed capacities: ‘cultivating individual capacities’, and
‘cultivating group capacities’. ‘Cultivating group capacities’ implies capacities that are built
as a collective of people (Bryant et al. 2021). Although a few prior studies have researched
collective capabilities to address sustainability, the linkage between individual and collective
levels are still poorly understood (Pelenc, Bazile, and Ceruti 2015). As the data from this
thesis shows, individual capacities might benefit group capacities, such as by feeling part of a
larger social system and acting accordingly, which is also important for moving strategically
towards sustainability (West et al. 2020; Redman and Wiek 2021). Since the complexity of
sustainability requires collective responses and solutions (Boda et al. 2021), a stronger group
capacity can benefit sustainability transitions. Based on this thesis’ findings (see section 3.1
and 3.3.2) and the book ‘Social Presencing Theater’, one of the main benefits of SPT is that it
makes knowledge in systems accessible and visible (Hayashi 2021, 4–9). This systems
awareness is a crucial capacity for considering systemic solutions to the sustainability
challenge (Liedtka 1998). Furthermore, according to Hayashi, prevailing lenses of SPT are
social systems and the quality of their internal relationships, as well as the significance of
body awareness (Hayashi 2021, 4–9). Our findings affirm that SPT has a strong focus on body
awareness since participants reported a larger increase in body awareness than awareness of
thoughts or emotions after the SPT training (see quantitative data in the Appendix G).
Nevertheless, not all results from this thesis matched the premises in the book on SPT by
Hayashi (2021). For instance, the book suggests that SPT can address the ‘three divides’, a
disconnection from the Self, from society, and the earth (Hayashi 2021, XV, 8). However,
participants barely reported feeling more connected to society and earth after the SPT
training, in contrast with the increase in reported connection to themselves and the group (see
quantitative data in Appendix G). In its application, SPT is mainly situated in the context of
Theory U (Hayashi 2021, 19). This connection is also traceable in the findings of this thesis.
An example is the ‘outcome cluster: letting go to let come’. The framework of the U process
of theory U includes letting go of judgment and previous knowledge in order to become
present with what is (Scharmer and Kaufer 2013). In this state of emptiness, new possibilities
can emerge and be sensed, which is referred to as ‘presencing’ (Hayashi 2021, 6). In the light
of a ‘head-heavy’ society, SPT provides a way to practice letting go of judgment and the
control of the mind, which enables accessing other sources of knowledge (Wamsler 2020).
This theory is reflected in the findings in the ‘outcome cluster: letting go to let come’.

In the next section, we will build on this understanding of Q1 and Q2 to relate the findings of
Q3 to ESD literature, mainly based on the ‘contemplative pedagogies’ and ‘key
competencies’ frameworks.
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4.1.2 Implications of Q3 for ESD

In the introduction, the research team argues that learning is a powerful leverage point to
strategically move towards sustainability. The findings from this thesis seem to demonstrate
that SPT could contribute to ESD (RQ3). Before relating the results to literature, we first
summarize how the findings from this thesis address RQ3. According to the data, the
‘learning container’ of SPT enables change agents to discover resources and knowledge that
enable them to practice and learn leadership capacities. Furthermore, six ‘qualities’ of SPT
were found to support change agents in their development: the participants could imagine
using SPT methods in the future to continue building capacity within themselves and in their
future sustainability work. Finally, the data suggests that the four 'outcome clusters' help
change agents to build personal and collective resilience and better understand and deal with
complex issues. All of these findings support the notion that SPT can help support change
agents in their efforts to contribute to strategically addressing the sustainability challenge.

Below, we relate these findings to ESD literature and what has been discussed previously.
Firstly, we give a detailed overview of how the ‘learning container’, ‘qualities’ and ‘outcome
clusters’ could contribute to ESD in Table 4.1 In this table, references are included that refer
to any learning for the purpose of moving towards sustainability. Although some references
may not speak directly of ‘ESD’, they are still included in Table 4.1 because of their relevance
to the research context of education towards sustainability.

Table 4.1 How the findings (SPT serving as a ‘learning container’, the six ‘qualities’, and
four ‘outcome clusters’) could contribute to ESD, based on previous research.

Finding (Results) How SPT could contribute to ESD (based on previous research)

Quality 1: Physicality ● embodied experience as part of a relational approach to sustainability (West et al. 2020)
● gap in mind- and behavioural change (Venghaus, Henseleit, and Belka 2022)
● action confidence for sustainability (Olsson, Gericke, and Boeve-de Pauw 2022)
● involving the mind and body (Nguyen and Larson 2015)
● could address the need for incorporating embodied experience in ESD (Phillip Payne et al. 2018)

Quality 2:
non-directedness

● letting the body lead in intuitive movement can be beneficial for mental health (Penfield 2010)

Quality 3: stillness &
movement

● contemplative pedagogy (Papenfuss et al. 2019)
● practicing silence for wellbeing as part of inner sustainability (Ives, Freeth, and Fischer 2020)

Quality 4: collectivity ● community learning and building are essential for sustainability and transformative learning (Bryant et
al. 2021)

Quality 5: awareness ● contemplative pedagogy for sustainability (Papenfuss et al. 2019)
● awareness based systems change (Goodchild 2021) and quality of awareness in interior condition

(Scharmer and Yukelson 2015)
● mindfulness (Wamsler et al. 2018) (Ives, Freeth, and Fischer 2020)
● mindful awareness is part of contemplative pedagogies (Roeser and Peck 2009)
● thoughtful awareness as part of embodied pedagogies (Nguyen and Larson 2015)

Quality 6: trust ● moral living is part of contemplative pedagogies (Roeser and Peck 2009)

Learning Container:
enabling context
specific learning

● learning (Roeser and Peck 2009; Nguyen and Larson 2015)
● Transformative learning for sustainability (Bryant et al. 2021; Bryant 2021)
● capacity for learning is essential for adaptive systems, related to social sustainability (Missimer, Robèrt,

and Broman 2017)
● value of generativeness in shifting paradigms for sustainability (West et al. 2020)
● could address the need for contemplative approaches in ESD (Papenfuss et al. 2019)
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Learning Container:
making knowledge in
the system accessible

● Situated and various forms of knowledge (West et al. 2020)

Outcome 1: Letting go
to let come

● (Disruption: stepping out of patterns and into the unknown (Scharmer and Yukelson 2015))
● evolving processes and relationships are part of a relational approach to sustainability (West et al. 2020)
● awareness that is non-judgemental as part of education for sustainability (Wamsler 2020)
● physical and mental act of knowledge construction (Nguyen and Larson 2015)

Outcome 2: Seeing and
sensing system(s)

● Systems thinking as a key competence for sustainability (Brundiers et al. 2021) (Redman and Wiek
2021)

● coupled approach of relational thinking (West et al. 2020)
● moving grom ego-to eco-system with systems thinking (Scharmer and Yukelson 2015)
● Experience as the “embodied engagement and responsiveness between all things (human and otherwise)

in holistic situations” (West et al. 2020, 305).
● awareness of space (Nguyen and Larson 2015)
● physical and mental act of knowledge construction (Nguyen and Larson 2015)

Outcome 3: cultivating
individual capacities

● intrapersonal competence for sustainability (Brundiers et al. 2021) (Redman and Wiek 2021)
● personal development and inner change for outer change towards sustainable (Ives, Freeth, and Fischer

2020; Wamsler 2020)
● to value and nurture personal growth as part of contemplative pedagogies (Roeser and Peck 2009)
● awareness of body (Nguyen and Larson 2015)

Outcome 4: cultivating
capacity of the group

● community learning and building are essential for sustainability and transformative learning (Bryant et
al. 2021)

● interpersonal competence for sustainability (Brundiers et al. 2021) (Redman and Wiek 2021)
● recreating a language and concepts as part of a relational approach to sustainability (West et al. 2020)
● practicing care is part of a relational approach to sustainability (West et al. 2020)
● practicing care is part of contemplative pedagogies (Roeser and Peck 2009)
● awareness of social context (Nguyen and Larson 2015)
● the value of “methods of intervention that nurture relationships in place and practice” (West et al. 2020,

304)
● a relational context is part of contemplative pedagogies (Roeser and Peck 2009)
● reconnection to each other (Goodchild 2021)

As Table 4.1 shows, SPT could contribute to ESD in various ways. For this thesis, we focus
on two potential contributions to ESD: on how change agents could learn from SPT, based on
contemplative pedagogy literature and what change agents could learn from SPT, based on the
key competency framework (Redman and Wiek 2021).

Contemplative Pedagogy. Firstly, our findings suggest that SPT can be an effective
contemplative pedagogy for ESD. As also written in table 4.1, SPT constitutes a
contemplative pedagogy because it seems to cultivate mindful awareness (quality of
‘awareness’) in a relational context (quality of ‘collectivity’), while aiming to value and
nurture personal growth (outcome cluster of ‘cultivating individual capacity’) and learning
(SPT serving as ‘learning container’), moral living (quality of ‘trust’) and caring for others
(outcome cluster of ‘cultivating group capacity’) (Roeser and Peck 2009, 1). SPT also fosters
embodied learning (SPT serving as ‘learning container’) that involves the mind and body
(quality of ‘physicality’) in a physical and mental act of knowledge construction (outcome
clusters ‘systems seeing and sensing’ and ‘letting go to let come’), through thoughtful
awareness (quality of ‘awareness’) of body, space and social context (outcome cluster of
‘seeing and sensing systems’) (Nguyen and Larson 2015). Even with students who don’t have
much or any experience with embodiment practices, SPT could be a valuable method. As one
participant wrote, “I don’t have a lot of practice in intentional embodiment. It surprised me
how true, real, and helpful it felt.”. As a pedagogy, SPT could address the need for
contemplative approaches in ESD (Papenfuss et al. 2019) and the need for incorporating
embodied experience in ESD (Phillip Payne et al. 2018).
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Key Competencies. Secondly, our findings suggest that SPT could contribute to at least three
of the key competencies for sustainability: intrapersonal, interpersonal, and systems thinking
competencies. As can be seen in Table 4.1, the outcome ‘cultivating individual capacities’
could benefit practitioners’ intrapersonal competency, the outcome ‘cultivating group
capacities’ may support the interpersonal competency, and the outcome ‘seeing and sensing
systems’ may foster systems thinking competency (Redman and Wiek 2021). In addition, the
values-thinking competence of the key competencies framework could benefit from
lived-body awareness and paying attention to the present moment. When change agents
practice body awareness, this can make them more sensitive and perceptive to moral and
ethical issues (Pulkki, Saari, and Dahlin 2015), thereby contributing to the values-thinking
competence (Redman and Wiek 2021). Therefore, SPT as a pedagogy may be able to equip
change agents with the competencies necessary to address sustainability issues. This is also
reflected in the findings from the post-survey, where nine out of eleven respondents answered
that SPT was benefiting them in becoming more equipped for change-making towards
sustainability. The researchers saw evidence that potentially also other key competencies
could be fostered through practicing SPT. Therefore further research is suggested in section
4.3.1. Considering that "as a framework, the key competencies are not compiled as a list to
select from; instead, all key competencies need to be integrated for advancing sustainability
transformations." (Redman and Wiek 2021, 5), there would need to be complementary
methods necessary to develop the other capacities in order to advance sustainability
transformations. Mixing different methods is a common practice among SPT facilitators,
especially in strategic processes. As one SPT facilitator said: “In [some] groups, it's more of a
mixed format. And I always mentioned SPT as a basis of inspiration and where I come from,
but [the exercises are] not always exactly what SPT is.”. In many ways, the findings of the
four ‘outcome clusters’ also go beyond the development of the eight key competencies and
speak to other important capacities and outcomes that are needed for Strategic Leadership
towards Sustainability. Whereas the key competencies are limited to competencies of
individuals, the findings from this thesis introduce collective capacities as an important lens
for leadership development. Here, SPT goes beyond the key competencies, as it cultivates
group capacities such as creating a shared language within a team. Collective capacities form
a promising avenue for future research.

This section illustrated how the findings of this thesis build on ESD literature, in particular to
key competencies and contemplative pedagogy. In the next section, we elaborate on the
significance of these findings for Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability.

4.1.3 Implications for Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability

The research purpose of this thesis was to explore how Social Presencing Theater (SPT) could
contribute to ESD, in order to support change agents in their Strategic Leadership towards
Sustainability. This thesis views education as a key leverage point to Strategic Leadership
towards Sustainability, because of its potential to develop change agents with the right
capacity and mindset to collaborate in addressing complex issues and leading sustainability
transitions (Burns, Diamond-Vaught, and Bauman 2015; D. Meadows 1999). Regarding what
change agents can learn from SPT, we found that SPT conveys some of the competencies
needed in order to tackle sustainability challenges (Redman and Wiek 2021). The results
suggest that SPT can foster capacities within change agents and groups, promoting awareness
and mental flexibility to recognize and work with dynamic systems. In this way, SPT may
enhance change agents’ abilities to analyze, solve and tolerate wicked problems (Hensley
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2020). As for how change agents could learn, (the qualities of) SPT may inspire a
sustainability education paradigm rooted in contemplative practices. Learning spaces in this
new paradigm could be “exciting places of knowledge exploration and production founded on
principles of sustainability” (Hensley 2020, 5). Contemplation would allow these change
agents to “uncouple from previous ways of seeing” (Hensley 2020, 6), enabling them to think
beyond traditional modes of thinking and perceiving the world, leading to more resources to
design effective sustainability interventions. As a contemplative pedagogy, SPT could support
these change agents along their path of lifelong learning as they adapt to the ever-changing
complexity of the sustainability challenge. As Fran Grace describes (2011, 118):

“Contemplative pedagogy is not about a goal, an outcome, or even effort. It is
about being alive to the lifelong path of self-evolution – thereby becoming a
beneficial presence in the world, to all beings. Isn’t that what any effective
pedagogy aims to do?”

Furthermore, the findings of this thesis suggest that SPT can help change agents to gain more
information, enabling them to make better and more strategic decisions for sustainability
(Liedtka 1998). One of the interviewees said that integrating information from the gut, head
and body simultaneously makes them into a better strategic leader: “If I can do that all the
time, listening to this [my gut] and this [my head], and my body [..] and what am I feeling? I
will be a better strategic leader, I’ll be a better person, a more human person.”. This
integration of all levels of an individual could be valuable for transformative sustainability
learning (Sipos, Battisti, and Grimm 2008).
Finally, the researchers found two interesting paradoxes between the findings and possible
contributions to Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability. Firstly, the capacities fostered by
the outcome of ‘letting go to let come’ seem to contradict strategic thinking through
backcasting. While backcasting requires strategic work towards an envisioned future (Broman
and Robèrt 2017), SPT ‘cultivates trust in not knowing’ and focuses on embodied knowledge,
as opposed to a mind-led strategy approach. At the same time, backcasting approaches often
aim to be iterative (Broman and Robèrt 2017; Vergragt and Quist 2011) and include
context-specific relevant knowledge that enables better solutions than what could have been
planned upfront. Therefore, strategic approaches could benefit from opportunistic thinking
through practicing ‘letting go to let come’, thus stressing the importance of this capacity for
Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability (Liedtka 1998; Papenfuss et al. 2019).
Another interesting paradox exists between SPT being ‘not problem-solving focussed’, as
opposed to the problem-solving focus of this study and the key competencies framework.
There is a risk that this problem-solving lens could impede learning to happen, as illustrated
by the Zen story ‘Time It Takes’. A Zen student asks a Zen Master: “If I work very hard and
diligent how long will it take for me to find Zen.” The Master thought about this, then replied,
“Ten years.” [...] “But, if I really, really work at it. How long then?” asked the student. “Thirty
years,” replied the Master. The disappointed student replies, “At each time that I say I will
work harder, you say it will take me longer.”, to which the Master replies, “When you have
one eye on the goal, you only have one eye on the path.” (Grace 2011, 104). If one practices
SPT with a problem to solve, it may be more difficult to let go of thoughts and be open and
attentive to what is emerging, thus hindering learning. We further elaborate on this paradox in
section 4.3.2 ‘Upscaling SPT’. Therefore, with the potential outcome ‘letting go to let come’,
SPT may bring a missing component that is not covered yet by the key competencies.
Accessing holistic intelligence (such as embodied knowledge) is currently not reflected in the
key competencies, but could be a crucial competency for moving towards sustainability
(Wamsler 2020). One of the interviewees reflected on this point, saying that “[There is a] need
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for the body to be a much bigger part of the sustainability thought. [...] The head is so tiny, the
body is so big, how do we think that we can talk about sustainability, just from this
perspective and missing the rest of the body?” Indeed, the findings of this thesis suggest that a
reintegration of body, heart, and mind would benefit sustainability on many levels, from
change agents’ competency development to their inner and collective capacities for change. In
this way, change agents together may be better equipped to tackle global complex
sustainability challenges.

This thesis shows that SPT has the potential to offer relevant contemplative practices that
cultivate the individual and collective capacities that leaders need to address complexity and
uncertainty. Therefore, we recommend applying SPT in the context of developing Strategic
Leadership towards Sustainability, to promote sustainability education that is strategic,
embodied, and innovative.

4.2 Limitations

The choices made in the research design have implications for the results we found. The
central limitations to the research design and the sample are discussed here. Firstly, we are
aware that the number of persons from whom we collected our data is limited and cannot
reflect the entire spectrum of all possible findings. The findings of this research are not
exhaustive. Data could be analyzed and interpreted also more deeply than the time frame of
our research permitted. Next, even though the surveying of the participants of the training was
set up in a way to be anonymous, it turned out to not be as anonymous as hoped for. The
researchers could still occasionally identify the writers of the surveys through their
handwriting and personally knowing the participants as their classmates. Participants might
have adapted the data shared due to the fact that they are personally related to the researchers
and did not feel anonymous. For instance, one participant wrote, “I had to catch myself to
write not too personal information, knowing it could be shared with unknown researchers.”.
Additionally, the research team is likely biased in favor of the method, which likely
influenced the set-up of the methods, execution of data collection, as well as its analysis and
interpretation. These possible biases are laid out in the methodology chapter of this thesis.
Another bias may have occurred because the survey questions were partially based on the
‘head, hand, heart’ framework and the ‘three divides’ framework. By framing the questions in
this way, the participants were already biased in reflecting on their experience according to
these categories. Also, SPT trainings usually do not feature extensive written reflection. By
introducing written survey reflections to the SPT training, we likely influenced the
participants’ learning process. In the participants’ experience, the research setup had a
medium to low impact on their learning experience. Out of eleven respondents to the
post-survey, seven responded that the research process “did not” or “did not really” affect
their experience or were undecided about it, and four participants said the research process
affected them somewhat. Furthermore, in the surveys during the training, participants wrote
about a big difference between the first and second day. Many said on the second day they felt
less present and their energy levels were quite low. The reasons for this varied, reaching from
the hybrid setting, external or internal factors, or elements of the training. All of these factors
may have influenced the quality of the collected data. In addition, participants did not always
fully comprehend the questions in the surveys. Several questions related to reported abilities
‘in the moment’, but were sometimes interpreted as reporting abilities learned ‘for life’.
Hence, the quantitative findings of the surveys have to be interpreted with caution.
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Another challenge we faced in the data collection was a lack of common understanding of
concepts when communicating with participants and interviewees. Concepts such as ‘heart’ or
‘pedagogy’ were interpreted differently across the sample, which might have influenced the
data collection. To illustrate, it seems there are different understandings around the meaning
of the term ‘heart’, being sometimes interpreted in a broad sense as emotions, and sometimes
also related to social connections. There was also some confusion around the term pedagogy.
When asked, many practitioners did not think SPT would be a pedagogy. However, looking at
the outcomes and the definition of (contemplative) pedagogies (Papenfuss et al. 2019) we
suggest that SPT indeed can be seen as a pedagogy.
Furthermore, we have to acknowledge that researching a body-based method with written and
verbal data analysis cannot represent the method itself fully. It is inherently challenging to
write about a body-based method. Many facilitators interviewed also reflected that it is easier
to do SPT than to talk about it. As one interviewee said, “It’s the motions, it’s the body, it’s
the full-body experience. That is indescribable.”. Another challenge resulting from the unique
nature of SPT is the inherent challenge of researching a ‘practice’ method. We found that
workings and outcomes of the practice were highly interrelated and overlapping to the point
that any separation felt artificial. After all, outcomes of SPT do not necessarily happen at the
end of the practice but come through the process itself. This is, for instance, why ‘awareness’
is one of the six qualities, and also belongs to the outcome cluster 'letting go to let come’.
Finally, at times, it was challenging to research SPT itself and not so much as being part of
Theory U. Sometimes participants, as well as SPT facilitators were mixing the two. Since the
researchers also used conceptual frameworks that are as well used in Theory U, they
themselves also needed to be careful in distinguishing as much as possible. Nevertheless, SPT
is part of the larger context of Theory U and partly also has to be seen and understood in this
way.

4.3 Future Directions

This section serves to give an overview of possible future avenues of research in the context
of SPT and Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability. First, further possibilities and
suggestions for research are pointed out. Secondly, potential avenues for researching a scaling
of SPT are presented.

4.3.1 Further Research

In order to address the complex sustainability crises, we require new ways of thinking and
ways of knowledge (Goodchild 2021). This thesis explores new avenues for equipping change
agents with the necessary skills and mindsets to work towards sustainability. Below, future
directions of research in this area are suggested. Firstly, as mentioned by some of the surveyed
participants, SPT apparently filled in what was so far missing in their experience of their
master’s in Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability (MSLS), a program that is considered
as applying pedagogies for transformative learning (Bryant et al. 2021). More research could
be done to better understand the potential contribution of SPT to other pedagogies of
transformative learning. Furthermore, the differentiation and role of emotions and the heart
could be further explored since the findings of this report suggest a diverse understanding of
these concepts, as well as their relevance to SPT. Likewise, the ‘quality of non-directedness’
could be researched in more detail. To illustrate, one of the interviewees spoke about a
“spectrum of embodiment[ness]” when comparing the two ‘poles’ of mind-led and body-led
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action. It could be interesting to explore where an action of embodiment originates from
within an individual, thereby bringing more clarity into the field of embodied practices and
the terminology around it.

Another research avenue is around the role of the facilitator in the success of SPT, which
heavily impacts the participant experience, according to the findings of this thesis (see
Appendix H.). As Bill O’ Brien said, “The success of an intervention is dependent on the
inner condition of the intervener.” (Scharmer 2003, 2). Related to this, some questions
emerged from the data around the relation and impact of trauma and the nervous system on
SPT, which we would strongly suggest researching further (Peter Payne, Levine, and
Crane-Godreau 2015). Although one interviewee suggested that SPT is therapeutic, we also
observed some confusion and opposing views among participants of the SPT training and
SPT facilitators around the trauma that may surface during the practices. Some participants
mentioned that traumatic memories had surfaced for them during the SPT practice, but the
SPT methods did not provide a space to deal with what came up. This brings up the question
to what extent current SPT facilitators are equipped to deal with situations in which potential
traumatic material comes up and the range of emotions that can be evoked through engaging
in authentic movement practices (García-Díaz 2018). This challenge to facilitate emotional
space may be reflected more widely in the application of contemplative practices in
education. For instance, Ayers et al. (2020) reported similar difficulty for teachers to hold a
reflective learning environment as students display trauma, anxiety and stress as part of the
learning. Likewise, Griffith et al. (2000) write that personal growth exercises may uncover
buried trauma, and therefore educators need to be sensitive to the anxiety that may result from
a practice. In other words: it may be wise for SPT facilitators to educate themselves on
facilitating groups with a lens on trauma, to complement the SPT method. More research
would be needed here to better understand how teachers can hold such contemplative spaces.

Closely related to the competencies of the SPT facilitator is the importance of creating a
strong ‘intentional space’ for SPT, as demonstrated by the data. One interviewee mentioned
that, “if you know SPT on a superficial level the change you will make on the world will also
be superficial”. Another interviewee said that “The method itself might not be the whole
application, it’s just a limited part. You can do the exercise completely mechanically and not
really change your attention much.”. This brings up the further question of what the standards,
as well as enabling and hindering factors for the learning environment are. Furthermore, this
thesis also explored how key competencies for sustainability could be strengthened and
developed through practicing SPT. Although at least three key competencies were already
suggested to be strengthened through SPT, more key competencies could be developed as
well. Further research is necessary here to explore this outcome. Finally, the literature around
competencies for sustainability could benefit from a deeper understanding into what collective
capabilities are needed for groups to effectively address the sustainability challenge (Pelenc,
Bazile, and Ceruti 2015), and how SPT could contribute to this.

4.3.2 Upscaling SPT

Besides avenues for further research, this thesis also opened up questions for SPT facilitators
who are interested in spreading SPT as a method. One question that arose during our research
was: what are the differences in introducing SPT in different fields of applications? These
fields of application could range from different educational contexts like high schools or
higher education, but also in government, in business, or engineering. Furthermore, through
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the research, we found two aspects of SPT that are crucial for its functioning as a method but
hinder the streamlining of application: the ‘process focus’ and ‘new language’ aspects. We
consider these aspects to be simultaneously advantages and obstacles for spreading SPT
beyond established communities. The fact that SPT is process-focused can be a disadvantage
in a result-oriented context, as one interviewee states: “In a training environment, people’s
barriers are lower. Whereas in a consulting environment, [...] they want a result [...] and they
want it to be efficient.”. This is mainly the case as SPT doesn’t always fit the mainstream
consulting paradigm: “At the end of the day, people want outputs at the end of this session,
you need a to-do list.”. Furthermore, as SPT is process-focussed, the data suggests that it is
not directed by the control of the rational mind in its movement and learnings. Because SPT
focuses on learning, new ideas, and different ways of thinking, inherently the results of
applying SPT cannot be predicted. This goes against the current paradigm, where concrete
outcomes are needed in most professional settings. How to benefit from these strengths within
the demands of the current paradigm could be another interesting question for further
exploration.

The second aspect that is both a strength and weakness is the ‘new language’ that SPT creates,
according to the findings (see outcome themes in section 3.3). For people that do not speak
that language, it might be received as strange and the benefits might not be seen or
understood. This raises the following question that one interviewee shared: “How do we make
this [SPT] tangible and real [..], so it’s not something marginal that you can get fired for?
[Instead] it’s something new and innovative that people are calling for because they recognize
the value of it.”. Therefore we advise practitioners to apply SPT with caution, since
interviewees mentioned that SPT is not for everyone. As one interviewee said, “[SPT] can
land everywhere, but not with everybody.” This is supported by literature on transformative
learning, which states that transformative learning “can and should only happen voluntarily”
because the inner transformation “requires a fertile context to begin” (Illeris 2014). SPT
facilitators share this caution, as the following quote demonstrates: “If I present SPT as even
the name [...] into a corporate retreat, I’d probably be fired straight away. [...] [But] when
you’re working with social organizations, it’s much easier to use SPT.”. In addition, applying
SPT with a group can take a lot of time, repeated practice, energy and attention, which people
aren’t always willing to spend. As one survey participant wrote:

“For me the ‘limit’ of this kind of [SPT] trainings is that it is not a
skill you gain, it’s a practice you should do every time you
create/participate in a social field (group). So how can we shape our
environment to create the conditions and make the space for it?”

This new language makes it hard to communicate SPT to the ones not speaking it. Thereby,
SPT is hard to sell, which is an obstacle to spreading SPT and increasing its impacts. As a
result, SPT is said to ‘preach to the converted’, to people already working with mindfulness
and awareness, and mostly to women. One interviewee said, “When we announced SPT
courses then much more women are coming [than if it was advertised as a leadership
course]”. This raises the question how to reach beyond the populations that are already
interested in SPT, to reach different target groups that may benefit from SPT as well.

A third limitation of SPT is that not everyone finds a purpose for using it. As a result,
facilitators don’t always use it in practice. As one interviewee shared, “I only use SPT when
all the [other] methods don’t work. [...] SPT is a great tool, looking for a problem to solve that
it can solve better than any other method.”. Finally, there are various directions that might be
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interesting to follow up on and pursue considering the application of SPT. Some of these
could be: What are the outcomes of SPT if only parts of it are applied? What is needed for the
long-term integration of SPT outcomes? What are long-term impacts of SPT? Finally, as
previously mentioned in section 4.1.3, backcasting might benefit from capacities around
emergence. One future research direction could be to study how SPT could enrich backcasting
processes in Strategic Sustainable Development such as the ABCD process (Broman and
Robèrt 2017). The researchers suggest that the apparent tension between strategic future
planning for sustainability and practicing emergence in development processes could be an
interesting relationship to research.
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5. Conclusion

“As human beings, our greatness lies not so much in being able to remake
the world as in being able to remake ourselves.”

– Mahatma Gandhi (‘Mahatma Gandhi Quotes’ n.d.)

With the increasing complexity and interrelatedness of socio-ecological issues (O’Brien
2020a; Steffen et al. 2015), society urgently needs to change towards more sustainable
pathways. The research purpose of this thesis is to explore how Social Presencing Theater
could contribute to Education for Sustainable Development (ESD), in order to support change
agents in their Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability. To address this research purpose,
we conducted interviews with eleven SPT facilitators, and twelve participants of a two-day
SPT training filled out surveys with quantitative and qualitative questions.

The findings show that SPT offers relevant contemplative practices which can cultivate
capacities that change agents and groups need to address the sustainability challenge. By
promoting awareness and mental flexibility, SPT teaches change agents to recognize and work
with dynamic systems, thereby improving their capacity to address complexity and
uncertainty. As for how change agents could learn from SPT, the data suggests that the
‘learning container’ of SPT enables change agents to pursue lifelong learning and practice
leadership capacities while learning new skills in order to adapt to the dynamic nature of the
sustainability challenge. The findings also inform what change agents can learn from SPT,
which includes intrapersonal, interpersonal and systems thinking key competencies to guide
unified action towards strategic sustainability transitions. Based on these findings, we
recommend a wider implementation of SPT to promote sustainability education that is
strategic, holistic, and innovative. However, we also caution that SPT as a pedagogy may not
work for everyone. We end with a call for more research into the long-term effects of SPT and
the role of the SPT facilitator in holding the SPT ‘learning container’, especially in relation to
potential trauma and anxiety that may surface during the SPT practice.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Surveys





















Appendix B: Post-Survey

1. Open your booklet and have a look at the drawing of your journey throughout the
training and your journaling entries. How does your SPT training experience relate to
your life right now? E.g. has it given you clarity, and/or did it spark or inspire
something in you?

2. What skills and/or personal practices did you get to work on through this SPT
training?

3. Based on your experience as an MSLS student and/or sustainability practitioner: How
could SPT contribute to or hinder sustainable development? Please elaborate.

4. Do you feel the training is benefiting you in becoming more equipped for
change-making towards sustainability? [not at all; not really; undecided; somewhat;
very much]

5. How do you think that SPT could or could not benefit your work as a sustainability
practitioner?

6. To what extent did the research process during the training affect your experience?
[not at all; not really; undecided; somewhat; very much]

7. Please elaborate. How did the research process during the training affect your
experience?

8. Open Space Journaling: Did any further reflections appear in the course of the last
week? Or anything else you would like to share with us?



Appendix C: Interview Guide

Experience with SPT
1. How would you describe SPT?
2. How do you use SPT?

2.1 Do you mainly give trainings in SPT or integrate it in other processes?
2.2 To what extent do you use SPT in its “true/original” form, or how much do
you adapt it?
2.3 In what contexts, with which groups do you apply SPT?

Outcomes of SPT (RQ 2)
3. What kind of outcomes of SPT do you observe?
4. What kind of skills / qualities do you see developing through SPT in

participants or groups? Examples
5. Can you tell a story of one time when you used SPT and you noticed a certain

impact? When did you perceive it as powerful?
Qualities of SPT (RQ 1)

6. What aspects or qualities of the methods create such outcomes?
7. What is specific about SPT that makes it successful in your eyes / or hinders its

success?
8. Has there been a time that you worked with a group with SPT that didn’t work

so well / didn’t go as expected? What happened?
9. What are the most transformational / impactful SPT moments you can recall

(either in your own personal experience or observations from participants)?
10. How does SPT relate / distinguish itself from other approaches you might be

using in your work?
SPT and education/pedagogy and sustainability (RQ3)

11. How do you see SPT as a pedagogy in educational contexts?
12. How do you see SPT contributing to sustainability? (mention short definition

→ we see the sustainability crisis as the socio-ecological crises (including
crisis as poverty and inequality)

Anything else that you didn’t get a chance to say yet?



Appendix D: Consent form for participants

Consent Form
for gathering data on behalf of the master’s thesis research on SPT

Dear participant,

Thank you for agreeing to take part in our research and the SPT training weekend! For our
Master’s thesis at BTH, we are conducting research on SPT. Our aim is to understand how SPT
could contribute to Education for Sustainable Development. With the survey booklet this
weekend, we hope to gain insights in a ‘journaling style’, which will partially consist of some
creative methods and some reflective methods.

Setup
The research setup is as follows:

1. After this consent form, you will receive your survey booklet. This booklet consists of
open journaling space for you to use during the training, as well as a Pre-Survey, Journal
A and Journal B.

2. When you have received the survey booklet, please fill out the Pre-Survey.
3. When all participants have filled out the Pre-Survey, we can begin the SPT training. The

training will be recorded with Zoom, and photographs will be taken during the training.
4. At the end of the first day, we will ask you to fill out Journal A in the survey booklet.

After the second day of the training we will ask you to fill out Journal B in the survey
booklet. Each of these will take about 30 minutes.

5. After you have completed Journal B, we will collect the survey booklets and scan them
to safely store them digitally. You will have the possibility to get your booklet back after
this process.

For our research, it is essential that every participant completes all surveys.

Data Management
The data that you supply through your participation will be confidential and not be linked to
your identity, by removing all personal information that could directly identify you as an
individual. Your data will be used to analyze and evaluate in the context of this study, and
possibly be stored and/or used for future research and/or publication. If you consent,
photographs may be published as part of our thesis, possibly with faces blurred. If you agree, we
will share photographs with Arawana Hayashi, the founder of Social Presencing Theater, for
research purposes. The data will not be shared with any other parties or used for commercial
reasons. Other researchers may gain access to de-identified data only if they agree to preserve
the confidentiality of the information as requested in this form.

Withdrawing and Risks Associated
You can withdraw from participation at any time without any consequences. There are no risks
associated with participating. Participating in the training may involve self-examination and



associated emotional discomfort, but we will try to create circumstances for psychological
safety and collective regulation.

General terms
If you agree to these terms, please tick "I agree" to continue.
If you do not agree, you cannot take part in this study and training.

o I agree
o I do not agree

Photograph consent
I agree that photographs of me may be published in the final thesis, and/or shared with
other researchers, in their original form.
I agree that photographs of me may be published in the final thesis, and/or shared with
other researchers, with my face blurred.
I do NOT agree that photographs of me may be published in the final thesis, and/or
shared with other researchers.

Name: ____________________

Thank you for participating, and enjoy!

Lea, Priska, and Emmy



Appendix E: Consent form for SPT facilitators

Interview Consent Form
for the study on “Social Presencing Theater”

Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed as part of the above research project. Ethical
procedures for academic research undertaken from EU institutions require that interviewees
explicitly agree to be interviewed and on how the information contained in their interview
will be used. This consent form is necessary for us to ensure that you understand the
purpose of your involvement and that you agree to the conditions of your participation.
Please read this form entirely and then sign to certify that you approve the following:

Purpose of the interview: This interview is part of several conducted in the course of our
study on Social Presencing Theater.

Form of the interview: You will be interviewed by two researchers for a maximum of 90
minutes. We don’t anticipate that there are any risks associated with your participation, but
you have the right to stop the interview or withdraw from the research at any time. The
interview will be recorded.

What will happen to the information after the interview?: Based on the interview we will
produce a transcript. Transcription of the interviews will be done using the tool otter.ai,
which means that data may be transferred outside of the EU/EES. We will then analyze it for
the means of this study. Unless otherwise specified, any summary interview content or direct
quotations from the interview, that is made available through academic publication or other
academic outlets will be anonymized so that you cannot be identified, and care will be taken
to ensure that other information in the interview that could identify yourself is not revealed.
With regards to being quoted in our academic writing, please tick ALL statements below that
you agree with:

I wish to review the notes, transcripts, or other data collected during the research
pertaining to my participation.

I agree to be quoted directly.

I agree to be quoted directly if my name is not published and a made-up name
(pseudonym) is used.

I agree that the researchers may publish documents that contain quotations by me.

Who will have access to the information?: Your data will be used to analyze and evaluate in
the context of this study, and possibly be stored and/or used for future research and/or
publication. Access to your information will be limited to the research team (Lea Keim, Emmy
Pater, and Priska Lang), their supervisors and potentially the Presencing Institute for further
research purposes. It will be stored on the private OneDrive of Blekinge Tekniska Högskola.
Other researchers may gain access to de-identified data only if they agree to preserve the
confidentiality of the information as requested in this form.



Who is funding and organizing the research: This research is self-funded and self-organized
as part of a master’s thesis at Blekinge Tekniska Högskola.

By signing this form I agree that;

1. I am voluntarily taking part in this project. I understand that I don’t have to
take part, and I can stop the interview at any time;

2. The transcribed interview or extracts from it may be used as described above;
3. I have read this form;
4. I don’t expect to receive any benefit or payment for my participation;
5. I take notice that I can request a copy of the transcript of my interview and

may make edits if I feel they are necessary;
6. I have been able to ask any questions I might have, and I understand that I am

free to contact one of the research team members with any questions I may
have in the future.

7. I take notice that I can contact the staff of the masters program this research
is part of with any concerns or complaints (see end of the page).

______________________________
Printed Name

______________________________ ______________________________
Participants Signature Date

______________________________ ______________________________
Researchers Signature Date

This research has been reviewed and approved by the staff of the Master’s in Strategic
Leadership towards Sustainability at the Blekinge Institute of Technology. If you have any
further questions or concerns about this study, please contact;
Merlina Missimer, PhD. Co-Director, Masters in Strategic Leadership towards Sustainability.
merlina.missimer@bth.se
+46 455 385680



Appendix F: Potential Outcomes of SPT – Elaborate Result Tables

The following tables (Table F.1.-F.4.) serve to illustrate and back up the themes within the
four ‘outcome clusters’ found when researching potential outcomes of SPT (RQ2) and that are
described further in section 3.3. The 'outcome clusters' with their themes will be presented
subsequently in this order: first ‘letting go to let come’, then ‘seeing and sensing systems’,
afterwards ‘cultivating individual capacities’, and finally ‘cultivating group capacities’. The
quotes in the tables stem from the data collected, whereas the definitions are by the
researchers and spring from the sense-making process of the data.

Table F.1 Themes in the cluster ‘letting go to let come’ with quotes from contributors of the
data collection, and definitions from the researchers.

List of themes.
As a method,
SPT…

Definition by the
researchers

Exemplifying quote from participant/facilitator

cultivates trust in
not knowing

To accept not being in control,
to be okay with not having
knowledge or understanding in
a particular moment.

To trust things that are emerging from that position, as something that is
emerging from the field or trusting that this is part of the process. Because I
think this is also a skill to trust not-knowing. [...] To get an impulse to do
something, and do it, and trust that there is a point in that. To trust these
impulses that appear on a body level.

invites to let go of
judgment

To not hold any interpretations
or assumptions, to not mark
things as ‘good’ or ‘bad’, but
just notice.

[Those] moments were special because they were the moments that we were
given the chance to let go of thinking, accepting discomfort, and trying to
genuinely express what is present.

invites a mind to
body shift

To move from thinking and a
‘scattered’ brain to becoming
more aware of the body and
your senses.

It's about getting out of this scientific head. And kind of lower, you know, the
awareness and see what wisdom comes from there.

cultivates
awareness &
presence

To be mindful in the here and
now with whatever feeling,
thought or observation is
conscious.

The moment I'm aware of what I'm doing, it's already changing. [..] When I
practice (SPT), I can try out what could counterbalance this. And then, when I
catch it in the moment, I could remember this [...] and have a little MA
moment, instead of just rushing on.

cultivates attention Choosing to direct focus onto a
particular sensation, perception
or thought.

Well, it's first of all about being absolutely in the present at that moment, not
being in the future or the past. And when you're intensely in the present things
happen. Because people feel that there's a different space.

facilitates the
harvest of 'raw
data'

To collect facts through the
senses without interpreting
anything.

To harvest the raw data: not the interpretations or the habits about it, but to
really get down to: what is it really that happens? This is very helpful in
creating a change or development, because [..] the moment I'm aware of what
I'm doing, it's already changing. If I don't put all those labels on it. [..] Just by
noticing that, [...] is already the starting process of the change.

enables the
discovery of new
possibilities

To see ideas and pathways that
were not there before

[Because of SPT they] see also that the movement is possible. So when you're
in the stuck and they felt they were in the stuck and, and then the whole thing
moved for them and they witnessed the moving. It just touched them.

Fosters emergence To come together and
self-organize in a non-directed
way to create something new.

I would get into this mood of letting things arise instead of performing. [...]
How can I prepare myself to be open for whatever wants to emerge from this
situation?" [...] I would let the words come from emergence. [...] In any
facilitation, you have an idea about what you want [...] but at that moment, let
go of all that and then get more in connection with movement and words that
are arising from the current moment.

cultivates creativity To come up with new,
innovative ways of thinking,

So the doing in a fresh way is what we call creative, right? You're doing
something that you haven't planned, and you don't know the result, and you



knowing and doing, beyond
established patterns or
behaviors

don't program it. You're not just doing what you think, like literally. But you're
allowing this something fresh to happen, which is what I think of is the artistic
part of it.

Table F.2 Themes in the cluster ‘seeing and sensing systems’ with quotes from contributors of
the data collection, and definitions from the researchers.

List of themes.
As a method,
SPT…

Definition by the researchers Exemplifying quote from participant/facilitator

makes system
dynamics (self
or collective)
feelable

Perceiving and experiencing
elements of a system and the
qualities of relationships between
these. Empirical understanding
through experiential systems
thinking

[This] is the result [of SPT], having a deeper sense of what is the
system, what are you working with, so that you can see and feel,
sense into what's happening there. What kind of shift happens
between one and two? And why? [..] It's just choices that people
make, and then they get a result of some sort. So it's examining
that and being willing to feel it.

invites to
experience
interrelatedness

Perceiving and grasping mutual
connectedness, and dependence,
understanding that you are
inherently a co-creative part of the
whole.

Realizing when you're in a system you have an impact on the
system [...] whatever role you will choose in a system by your
habits or your education. Whatever you are doing, it will have an
impact on the group, on the system. And if you choose another
way to act, it will have another impact. So things don't have to be
like they are. So we have had many situations where people
realize that: wow I have an impact even though I thought that
nobody saw me [...]. To realize whatever you do you are a part of
the system you are in.

invites to
experience
oneself and the
social body

Perceiving and paying attention to
how it feels to be a part of the
group and in relation to others, as
well as noticing the information
present in this interplay.

Because it [SPT] makes you more aware of the signals and
what's happening in the body of the other and myself in the
relationship. And that allows me to be, you know, hopefully,
more attentive and aware

cultivates an
understanding
that self-care =
earth-care

With being more connected
internally and nourishing personal
needs comes more ability and
capacity to be connected, moved,
and engaged with what is going on
with the planet.

Self care and earth care are the same thing. So, if we see
ourselves as Earth, what will happen it will fully buy into that we
are earth and the earth is us. And then we see that the connection
to earth is the source of well-being, which connects the self and
the self-care, the care for others, and the care for the earth. As an
activity which is not separated, which is not othering nature

makes system
dynamics (self
or collective)
visible

Based on the assumption that most
information in/about a system (like
relationships and dynamics
between people) is invisible, SPT
brings this invisible information to
light and gives it physical shapes.

So there are different dynamics that are forming that are
observable. There's a visible structure and also, there's a felt
quality to it. Every situation, and every encounter, [...] has a felt
quality as the physical structure. But SPT [...] is basically a
practice that heightens your awareness, to perceive them [the
system dynamics] and to look at these levels more consciously,
more aware.

provides new
lenses

Enables a different way of
perceiving what is, through a
holistic approach including the
body.. This might include
recognizing patterns, based on
previous experience / reflection
and an associated vocabulary.

When I started with SPT, I realized that there were so many
dimensions of what was happening that I never paid attention to.
[..] So it is like putting on some new glasses and seeing the world
in new colors somehow. [..] This way, SPT (is) potentially eye
opening. [..] It’s a new way of interpreting the things that are
going on around me.

invites to (be)
witness(ed)

To as an observer be holistically
present with what can be perceived
of others showing themselves,
while allowing to be perceived by
others in this way too.

It enabled people to see it, witness it, feel it. So we weren't
talking about some theoretical position of the principle, we're
actually living it. And hence, what came out of that conversation:
we have better understanding, more empathy in actual fact.



Table F.3 Themes in the cluster ‘cultivating individual capacities’ with quotes from
contributors of the data collection, and definitions from the researchers.

List of themes.
As a method,
SPT…

Definition by the researchers Exemplifying quote from participant/facilitator

Supports
synchronization

Coherence between mind, heart, and body,
through consciously feeling them, and the
individual self as a whole.

A lot of what I teach is about presence, how to be present,
what is being present, how does the synchronicity of body and
mind help you to be fully present? And what does that do to
your leadership?

Invites grounding in
the body

A state of being that implies a sinking down
and resting in the body, whole becoming
more aware of the body. Associated with
slowing down, returning to a ‘core of being’
that is often experienced as recharging.

People feel more grounded in their body and appreciative of
the body's way of knowing things

Cultivates self-care &
personal well-being

Fostering (practices that lead to) an
increased level of positively associated
states. This might comprise lowering stress
levels, making sure personal needs are met,
and managing energy levels.

[After SPT] you feel better, you pay attention to your body so
that it's a self care activity in a way. Which is becoming aware
of your body, is a self care activity.

Fosters inner resilience The inner ability and capacity to face
challenges in a way that is internally
perceived as manageable, without becoming
overly unbalanced (in terms of state of
being).

Things that generate actual well being are completely invisible
or unvalued through the system. So for me, SPT is a tool of
awakening our capacity and our understanding of true well
being as something that is essentially embodied and has to do
with relationships and with inner resilience.

offers new language of
body expression

Learning a previously unknown way of
communicating somatically.

Experiencing that ‘Movement is its own language’

Invites to practice a
simultaneous
connection to oneself
& social body

Learning to be in touch with inner states of
being while at the same time being in
relation with others within the group, being
informed what is going on internally as well
as externally. This is seen as a dynamic
process and equilibrium.

(In the field dance), you're invited to have this balance
between yourself and [...] the audience. And you practice the
whole time this sense of, how much should I be in myself?
How much should I engage with my audience? [...] The only
thing I need to do now is to actually notice this balance aspect,
and what it is doing in me, and what are my tendencies.

Table F.4 Themes in the cluster ‘cultivating group capacities’ with quotes from contributors
of the data collection, and definitions from the researchers.

List of themes.
As a method,
SPT…

Definition by the
researchers

Exemplifying quote from participant/facilitator

fosters authenticity
and intimacy thanks
to embodiment

Expressing and (bodily) enacting
inner truthfulness, integrity, and
vulnerability in showing oneself,
and/or being close to others.

There's less tendency to go into old patterns than you have when you use
ways that you're used to. [When] working with people who are not used
to working with the body, and then let them do something they
absolutely have never done before. [...] The vulnerability of being
visible. I think that's a strong point of social presencing theatre. [..] If
you see very experienced trainers, you just let them walk and turn and
stand in front of an audience with nothing to say, it's mind-blowing for
most of them. Because they always have something, you know, they
have a trick, they had an exercise, or something really funny, or
whatever. But [if] there's no show, then what is left? That's a very deep
question. And most trainers resonate with that: oh, gosh, in fact, the most
important thing that I bring, is just my presence.

Fosters co-creation Doing or making something together
that involves everyone's contribution.

I am not giving something that I have and then I lack it myself after
giving it to the others. This (SPT) is more this co-creation, to help
something to be expressed or come out that is already somehow there.



cultivates
awareness of the
social body

Feeling others and the group as a
whole, as well as perceiving what is
present in the group or social
systems, such as relationships, roles,
or power dynamics. Acting according
to the perceived information.
It includes informed action within the
group adhering to what was
perceived.

[...] an awareness of the social body. I remember in the beginning [..] I
started practicing SPT in public spaces, and started noticing how we're
all moving in a social body. It's almost like a special vision, like,
Superman has this X ray vision. So it's a structural body vision that you
get, you start to see things. A lot of the times you get preoccupied with
thought or stuff and then you lose that. But once you get that vision, you
can always bring it back somehow. I don't know if it's skill, but it's some
kind of special capacity or power I feel I got through SPT.

cultivates love &
empathy

Feeling connected and warmth
towards others, which might
encompass compassion, caring for
others, cultivating understanding,
acceptance, affection, and
appreciation of the other.

The whole looking at the social body, that's an element of care for
others. [That] is not about smothering care, that is a lot of the time just a
projection of what I'm not carrying on myself that I try to fix the other.
But the care which is aware of the social body, that's a level of care that I
feel is cultivated in SPT, which is about caring for others and caring for
the social body and others as a social body.

sparks deeper
conversations

Communicating on a level that goes
beyond cognitive discussions of facts
and into a more genuine and
generative exchange, involving
empathy and listening to the other
openly.

So presumably, the result of that [SPT] is the quality of their
conversation is more genuine and deeper. They can move into what we
would call a level three or four level of conversation, if they just do a
little practice like that.

Creates a shared
language and
experience

To establish a mutually understood
way of expression based on a having
lived through something together as a
point of reference, including
possessing a common vocabulary for
identifying patterns.

If there's consciousness of the shared experience of these people seeing
something together, no matter what the result is, they've just gone
through something together. And that's the best basis for the
conversation. Rather than sitting there thinking about something that
might or might not have happened, it's happening, right? It's a doing
thing that everybody participates, and they do it.

Benefits listening &
sensing

Tuning into what is present with
attention and good will and without
immediate interpretation.

[...] it's listening and being present and listening somehow to what is
alive in me What is alive in another person and what is alive in a place.
So, there is a sort of kind of active listening and presence that is, I feel is
a skill is an essential skill that SPT help unfold [...]

Improves quality of
relationships

Contributing to thriving and healthy
exchanges and interactions.
Feeling as safe and trusting with
others to be and stay in connection
more easily.

Because in the end, it's not about them doing Social Presencing Theater,
it's about some group being able to have better conversations, deepening
the relationships. So in the end, one of the results is that it cultivates a
deeper, richer social field.



Appendix G: Quantitative Data

The main research question of this thesis investigates the outcomes of SPT as a pedagogy. To
complement the qualitative data, participants were asked eight quantitative questions about
their perceived shift in ability, connectedness, and awareness. See Table G.1 and Figure G.1.

Table G.1 Participants self-reported shift in their abilities, awareness and connectedness after
the two-day SPT training. Note that ‘ability to listen’ was reported after day 1. A Likert scale

was used for self-reporting on the perceived shift in these attitudes in the moment, ranging
from 1 (much less), 2 (moderately less), 3 (not more or less), 4 (moderately more) to 5 (much

more).

MEAN MEDIAN STANDARD DEVIATION

Ability to listen 3.83 4.00 0.72

Aware of your thinking 4.08 4.00 0.79

Aware of your emotions 3.67 4.00 0.89

Aware of your body 4.50 4.50 0.52

Connected to yourself 4.08 4.00 0.79

Connected to group 4.17 4.00 0.72

Connected to society 3.58 3.00 0.79

Connected to Earth 3.58 3.00 0.79

Figure G.1 Computed averages of the seven self-reported attitudes after the SPT training. A
Likert scale was used for self-reporting on the perceived shift in these attitudes in the moment,
ranging from 1 (much less), 2 (moderately less), 3 (not more or less), 4 (moderately more) to

5 (much more).



In addition, participants were asked to report whether they felt that the training benefited them
for change-making towards sustainability. They also rated to what extent the research process
affected their experience. Most participants felt that the training benefited them somewhat in
becoming more equipped for change-making. The research process during the training
affected participants’ experiences in different ways, from not at all to somewhat.



Appendix H: Other Findings

Some findings that surfaced from the data have not been placed in the compilations of results
illustrated in Chapter 3, as they have been outside of the scope or research purpose of thesis.
Therefore, this appendix lists ‘other findings’, including examples of quotes from participants
of the training or SPT facilitators who contributed to the data collection.

-   Researching RQ1 and RQ2, the research team found that even for longtime facilitators
it was difficult to describe what SPT is in words: “Yeah, if I could do that [decribe
what SPT is] I'd probably be a millionaire. If I have my elevator pitch, you know how
to sell this to people and make them understand the benefit of it.”

- The second day of the training was perceived as less fruitful compared to the first day,
according to many participants: “The first day did help me feel, the exercises put me
in a mindful state [...]. But today I had nothing, only thinking and cynicism. I do not
know if that was caused by the training, or by my energy levels/external factors.”

- The presence of the facilitator was perceived as highly impactful by participants of the
SPT training: “This [feeling more connected to themself] goes back to [...] the
presence of Arawana.” (participant).

- The potential addressing of trauma when practicing SPT was referred to throughout
many interviews, though the perspectives on the relation between SPT and trauma
diverged: “I am not saying working with trauma is, I mean, it's I think is very useful.
But it's not my area of work. Because what I work with is the part of us that is not
touched by trauma.” “I think it [SPT] also gives really actual concrete tools in terms of
response or even a non-response, you know, in the sense of I'm dropping into what's
what's needed in the body at the moment of stress or activation of trauma.”

Some of these findings are elaborated on in the discussion (chapter 4.).

H.1 Results: Interrelations between the four Outcome Clusters

In section 3.3, interconnections between some of the four outcomes of SPT were described.
This appendix section serves to describe those interrelations in more detail.
The main insight is that a grounded individual and increase in inner capacity (cluster:
cultivating individual capacities) contributes to an expanded awareness of the group, as well
as a healthy group culture and decision making (cluster: cultivating group capacities). As one
interviewee said:

“So it's the sustainability of, it is both personal, right, in terms of my own
synchronization and their own sustainability of an open mind, open heart, open
will that then affects my immediate, like the team with the decisions and the
actions, the choices made by us as a team, right, it affects the team, which
affects the institution.”

- “Sometimes the ability to listen to my body was raised which helped to be present &
to trust”

- “Feeling/sensing into my body more gave less space for any other thoughts to take
over the space in my brain. And that allowed me to listen to my surroundings and
others”

- “Very present atmosphere in room -> provided some internal change, feeling more
integrity, being all right place, healing”



- “Perceiving the interdependence of all members of a social field made me feel more
connected to it.”

H.2 Discussion: Interrelations within the findings addressing RQ2

The purpose of this section is to further elaborate on findings considering RQ2: outcomes of
SPT. The four 'outcome clusters' in isolation partially answer the research question for
outcomes, with their interrelations shedding more light on the potential outcomes of SPT.
Therefore, in order to understand how SPT works and answer the research question, it is
important to speak to the interrelations. This is mainly interesting as SPT is a contemplative
method practiced in the collective, whereby the interplay between the two entities of the
individual and the collective play an important role in co-creating the learning space. It
thereby supports the overall understanding of SPT and its possible contributions to ESD.

When looking closer into the interrelations of the findings, it is important to acknowledge that
SPT is a process-oriented method and not an outcome-oriented method, as referred to in
section 3.1 ‘outcomes’ are not a static result; they seem to be processes in terms of ‘practices’
to engage with for a longer timespan, e.g. the practice of listening (section 3.3). According to
one interviewee, only after extensive practice, SPT becomes ‘integrated’ into your system, an
‘integrated skill’. Two of the main interrelations can be seen in Figure H.1 below. The
practices in the 'outcome clusters' ‘letting go to let come’ and ‘systems feeling and seeing’ can
contribute to cultivating individual and social capacities. Vice versa: cultivated individual and
social capacities are contributing to the first two clusters as they provide the skills for 'letting
go to let come' and 'systems feeling and seeing’.

Figure H.1 Interrelations between 'outcome clusters'

As shown in Figure H.1 individual capacities are embedded in group capacities: a group is
seen as an entity in itself, which in SPT is referred to as the ‘social body’. Nevertheless,
groups are composed of individuals, hence the group culture is influenced by individual
learnings. Therefore the individual dimension of learning is always part of collective learning.
Vice versa as part of the collective, the cultivation of individual capacities is interrelated with
the group culture. Reflecting and experiencing this interdependence is found to be a learning
outcome of SPT and is mentioned as such (see section 3.3.2).



Appendix I: Principles of SPT

Table I.1 Overview of the six principles of SPT, as explained in Hayashi (2021)

Principle Explanation Resonance from scientific
research

Basic goodness is our innate nature Wisdom lives in all systems: individual and
collective. Change is a naturally unfolding process.

Kinesthetic knowing (Gunnlaugson
2007)

Awareness opens and transforms
experience

SPT invites us to notice the moment-by-moment
unfolding of experience. Awareness is the leverage
point for change.

Benefits of mindfulness for change
(Ericson, Kjønstad, and Barstad
2014)

Open mind, open heart and open will are
essential leadership qualities in these
challenging times

All beings can cultivate a mind of curiosity and
sanity, a heart of wisdom and compassion, and a will
of courage and strength.

Recommendations for sustainability
leadership (Brown 2012)

Creativity arises from nowness Every moment is open, spacious and vividly present.
We experience whatever we experience without
denial, to suspend and let go of our thoughts and
conceptual interpretations about that experience.

Cultivating creativity through
mindfulness (Hensley 2020)

Making a true move is powerful
engagement

A true move is an enactment of basic goodness,
awareness, openness, and nowness.

Appreciating daily details is art in
everyday life

SPT invites us to appreciate what is.



Appendix J: Data Poetry

The cluttered analytic mind was quite quiet (A)
To a realization of how much the body has to say, (B)

especially the social body (B)
It felt natural in the body (B)

How much present I was with the body movement (B)
and finding other people's openness at every new movement (C)

I saw, I felt, I sensed, I did… (B)
Suspending the meaning-making (B)

based on what’s happening (B)
Seeing each other in a new light (K)

It may shift things (B)

Due to chatter in head (A)
caught in self (A)

related to dealing with additional layers (A)
Balance is hard to find sometimes (B)
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